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2,010 PEOPLE ATTEND

C. OF C.

Elected This Week to Succeed E. W. Definite Schedule of Things To Be American Legion and
Men
Accomplished Selected From BalBowyer. Is Experienced School
Hold Most Impressive Service
lots of Al Members.
Man end Educetar.
Ever Witnessed in Clovis.
At a met Unit of the Clovis School
Board on Monday night the board
unanimously selected Jus. M. Bickloy
of the Clovig
as superintendent
School, to fill the vacancy recently
caused by the resignation of E. W.
Bo.vycr.' The action of tho board in

Official

The Chamber of Commerce has
completed its organization nnd is now
ready for work. As near as possible
the board of directors pUm to cairy
out the wishes of the Hiertbei's as in
dicated in group meetings and by

SIXTEEN PACES

American Legion Plans Big
Independence Day Stunts

Two thousand people of Clovis and
Curry County attended the memorial
K'rvices at the Clovis cemetery Monday morning, when 100
men in uniform, members of Dean
Lucas Post No. 25 of the American
BIG REVIVAL MEETING
mail.
Legion, marched from Main Street to
was
ceremony.
the
It
the
scene
of
The proposed activities are grouped
under three heads; tho Major pro- one of the most impressive scents Evangelist Honeywell is Forceful
gram of work, the Fcruiu program ever witnessed in Clovis.
Speaker.
Schedule for Week-En- d
and the Minor program on the
is Announced.
The Legion men formed in front of
of activities.
the Elks Iiomc at 10:00 o'clock, and
Hundreds of people have attended
The Mujor program of work con- ihc order for the procession was as
the big union revival services which
sists of lhou things which are upper- follows:
began last Sunday under the auspices
Earn!.
most in the minds of the people at
of the Clovis Ministerial Association,
Color Guard
tiie present time, and are the activit
and they are pleased with the forceful
men
ties which brought out ihe most disaddresses of Kvangeiist I. E. HoneyVeterans of other wars.
cussion in the group meetings, and
Following tfie uniformed soldiers well.
which were written down by the membership. These are the activities came approximately 200 cars. FormThe Honeywell party, consisting of
which will be taken up immediately ing around a grave in the cemetery Evangelist Honeywell and Mr. and
when the organization gets to work. the program was rendered. After a Mrs. R. G. Swartzbaugh, arrived in
Doug-lue- s
Clovis Friday and preparations were
The Forum program includes those short talk by post comamnder,
Rev. immediately started for the big choir
by
K.
Invocation
Fitzhugh,
subjects which were proposed by the
by that has furnished music throughout
smaller number of people, which need W. W. Brander, and two numbers
speech
was
decoration
band,
the
the
the campaign.
clarifying in the public mind, a.id
The cere
The following announcements were
concerning which there is not wide made by Daniel Boone.
firing made
Thursday regarding the meetpublic demand. Before these activi- mony ended with volleys by the
squad.
ings during the week-enties are undertaken they will be disWhile only one grave was decorat
"Young people, don't fail to hear
cussed at the Forum meetings.
ed during the ceremony, all graves of Honeywell in the Auditorium Friday
The program of special activities
men had been previ- evening at 7:45 on his great lecture,
or the Minor program, consists of former service
ously decorated by the American 'The Secret of Success., or How to
those activities that were mentioned
Legion.
Win.'
least, and activities which relate to
"Saturday night the Boosters Choir
certain interests of the town only.
FIRST BAND CONCERT
will sing.
These activities are usually undertak
NEXT MONDAY NIGHT
"Sunday morning a large union
en after some of the other activities
sen-icwill be held in the Lyceum, at
are disposed of, though they may be
Johnson's Band will give their first 11:00 o'clock.
the
at
same
as
along
the
time
carried
concert on next Monday night at the
"At 3:00 p." m. in the Lyceum TheaMajor program of work.
park opposite the Lone Star Lumber tre Dr. Honeywell will speak to men
Plank I Roads.
Co. at the corner of Monroe and
and hoys on 'Paying the Fiddler.'
To continue present road program Mitchell.
By that time the paving
"Mrs. Swartzbaugh will speak at
to develop roads leading into Clovis will be completed on Monroe and cars
same hour to women and girls in
the
from every direction with especial can easily get in to the park.
the Christian church on 'The World's
attention to the roads from the north
The concert will commence at 7:30 Great Question.'
in order to hold and increase trade and Mr. Johnson informs the News
"At 7 :30 the large union meeting
area of Clovis.
that an especially pleasing program at the Auditorium. Subject, 'Kill or
To continue development of main has been provided for the first even Cure,' by Dr. Hrtneywell."
routes of Transcontinental Highways ing's entertainment.
through Clovis.
KIWANIANS AND JOHNSON'S
Plank II Rural Development.
BAND TO PLAY BALL
(a) To promote the dairy interests
Johnson's Band has challenged the
of Curry County by improving and inNEWS BRIEFS
Kiwanis Club for a baseball game.
creasing the number of dairy cattle
Mr. Johnson issued the challenge at
and providing for ameans of caring
the Kiwanis Club luncheon Wednesfor tho produce in a condensery or
Honor American Dead.
The club accepted the chalday.
creamery.
Americans in France shared with lenge and R. M. Bishop was named to
(b) To bring about closer cooper- the French the task of decorating the
ation and better feeling between graves of American dead on Decora- pick the team to represent the club.
fmming and business interests; to tion Day. There were 77 groups of The game will be played soon.
A. W. Hockenhull nnd Rev. I. E.
iron out misunderstandings.
graves, and other individual graves Honeywell
both made interesting
(c) To work for better facilities that were decorated.
Miss Virginia Nell
and
little
talks
for marketing farm produce through
LaShier gave two readings that were
Clovis.
Big Wage Cut.
heartily encored.
(d) To piomote the settlement of
A railroad wage cut of four hunnew comers on the land.
dred million dollars annually will go
Plank III Sanitation and Clean-uinto effect on 104 lines July 1st, acen(a) To build up sentiment for
IS
cording to the order handed down
forcement of Sanitary regulations June 1st by the United States Railway
and to seek to provide sanitary poli- labor board. The hearing started on
PLANNING FAIR GROUNDS
cies, and to secure adequate food in- April 18th.
spection.
(b) To clean up back yards, alleys
Speed Records Smashed.
Expects to Cooperate With Various
and stock pens throughout1 the city.
Tommy Milton, driving an AmeriOrganizations in Erecting Per.
profor
some
plan
seek
(c) To
can made car, won the 600 mile aumanent Grand Stand.
tection of public against tuberculosis tomobile race at Speedway, Ind., on
infection through proper supervision Decoration Day, with an average
The local post of the American Le
of tuberculosis patients.
speed of 80.62 miles per hpur. This gion is starting this week on its plans
Plank IV. Public Parks and Recrea- is about .20 faster than the former
for a permanent fair ground, race
tion Facilities.
world's records.
etc., for the coming July 4th
track,
(a) To seek ways and means of
and other events in the
celebration
securing and developing a public park
Seven Die In Crash.
future.
for Clovis.
Seven people, five army' men and
Although definite plans have not
(b) To seek to develop an amuse- two civilians, were killed when a' big
been arranged, the executive commit
viground
in
the
park
and
ment
fair
army ambulance plane crashed to tee of tho Legion will take steps to
cinity of Clovis.
earth in a storm near Morgantnwn, get together every person and organi(Continued on Page Four)
Maryland, last Saturday evening. zation in Clovis that will be interestVery little is known of the crash, ex- ed in such a proposition.
cept the identification of the dead. A
BUSINESS COLLEGE TO
Plans have been proposed at variLOCATE IN CLOVIS board of army officers is investigat- ous times for securing a permanent
ing.
fair ground, stadium, grand stand,
The New Mexico National Business
etc., and it is the object of the Legion
College will soon open in Clovis. Mr.
170 Dead in Riot.
to cooperate with every other organig
A. II. Perry, who has had a
It is estimated that 170 are dead as zation in putting the proposition over.
experience in the work of conducting the result of race riots in Tulsa, Okln.,
commercial schools will be in charge starting on the night of May 31st, and
TWO BLOCKS COMPLETED.
of the work. Mrs. Etta Lee Ferrin lasting practically all night. Eight of
is sales manager of the school and the dead are white meif The riot - The street paving is progressing
reports that there has been much in- started following the arrest of a negro nicely now. Tho surfacing has been
Mr. Perry's charged with attacking a white wo- completed on two blocks of East Monterest in enrollment.
company has schools at other points man, when 200 armed negroes ap- roe avenue and these streets are being
and says he has chosen Clovis as a peared at the jail to defend him opened for travel this week. The work
location for his new school in view of against a possible lynching. Several will now go ahead on West Monroe.
the town's location and the fact that pitched battles with hundreds on each This will be followed by completing
there is such a large territory tribu- side were staged after midnight. The North Main and West Grand Ave.
tary to this place.
Tho contracting company announcnegro residence district was burned,
The new college expects to make an and more than 13,000 were made es that it will not do any more street
announcement next week in regard to homeless. Troops of national guards- grading until the streets now tied up
location and date of opening.
men finally restored order.
are completed.

DAIRY

the selection of Mr. Bickley for this
important position meets with the
general approval of Clovia school patrons. He has been active in school
work for a number of years, having
nerved two terms as county superintendent and since last November Iibs
been serving as Rural School Super
visor of the county. Mr. Bickley is
recognized as one of tho leading
school men of the state and under his
direction the Clovis schools will be
kept up to their present high standard.
FORMER SANTA FE
AGENT VISITS CLOVIS
L. R. Conarty of Carlsbad spent
Sunday and Monday in Clovis. Mr.
Conurty was for several years Santa
Fe agent at Clovis and has many
friends hero.
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Counties In Plaint Country
Have Song Meetings Dur-in- f
the Summer Months.

Plans are now under way for the
next big singing meet which will be
held at Hollene on Sunday, June ID,
according to Jno. F. Taylor, president
of the Curry County Singing Convention.
DoBaca County is following Curry's lead, and will hold a singing
convention at Dunlap on the third
Sunday in July. Texas counties, too,
during the
are planning big meeti'.-.gS- j
summer months. Parmer and Bailey
Counties will hold their convention at
West Camp the first Sunday in August, and Castro County at Spring
Lake the fourth Sunday in July.
The fast singing convention of the
year, at Ranchvale on April 17th,
was one of the most successful meetMore
ings ever held in the county.
than 2,500 people were present.
Mr. Taylor is making an effort to
secure a schedule of the singing conventions that will be held in neighboring counties, for It is likely that a
number from Curry County will attend one or ,moro of these meetings.
1R.

JOHN WILSON'
DIED SUDDENLY TODAY

Mr. John Wilson died suddenly
Thursday morning. He had started to
the depot to see his wife away to
Kentucky where she had started for
Enroute to the depot, when
. visit.
near the home of J. H. Singer In the
southeast part of town, he was stricken with a sudden attack of heart failure and died almost instantly.
Mr. Wilson has lived In Clovis for
number of years and was well
known here." Funeral arrangements
have not yet been announced.
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LECTURE
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'

IS FEATURE

OF

CLOVIS

H. S. Mobley,

Noted Lecturer and
American Legion Plans Big StunU
Practical Dairy Man, Speaks at
For Celebration.
Lu.Usrt Heads
Court House on June 15th.
Committee on Arrangements.

pro-gru-

JAS. M. BICKI.EY

$2.00 PER YEAR

During the five years between 1015
and 11)20 n greater advance in lairy
farming was made in the south than
in any other section of the United
Slates. In the bouthern stutes during
the five years the number of dairy
cattle increased 10 per cent, while in
the United states as a whole the increase was on'1; 12 per cent. In Louisiana the increase was 41 pur cent; in
Mississippi it was 32 per cent; in Ala
bama it was 31 per cent; in Arizona
and New Mexico, 30 per cent, and in
Texas 5 per cent.
This is a matter of such vital im
portance to every farmer, every busl
ness man and every citizen that a big

r
f
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H
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Members of Dean Lucas Post No.
25 American Legion, are planning to
have a rodeo, automobile racing and
various other sports on the days of
the 4th and 5th of next July. They
expect to have a big free barbecue,
which they hope may be arranegd by
the Chamber of Comerce and in which
the PoHt expects to participate.
The complete program for the two
days' celebration is not yet' ready for
the press, but the members believe
that they will be able to put on a program which will fill every minute of
both days, and which will be worthy
of so progressive a city as Clovis now
is, and will help her to maintain her
enviable reputation of doing more
things better and on a larger Kale
than any city throughout the South
west. The present plans are to put
on complete auto races, which will be
of such magnitude to stand by itself
as a feature; and the Wild West
Show, broncho busting, steer roping,
goat roping, relay riding, and the usual stunts which go with an attraction
of this kind, but the best feature of
'the Rodeo program will be the Wild
Mule Race. Members of the Legion
believe that this combination of two
complete attractions should more than
guarantee full value received to all
patrons. However, the spirit of the
American Legion is that a thing worth
doing is worth doing well, and they
believe that they should never undertake anything which cannot be nia-'to shed glory upon our home town.
The Post realizes that it has undertaken a large amount of work in making this a success, yet their attitude
is "if it is worth having it is worth
working for," The members of the
Post expect and intend to do all the
work necessary in connection with
making the celebration of the 4th and
5th of July in Clovis a complete success and! are depending upon the
usual spirit of
from the
people of Clovia, which ha always
made it possible to do thing) and to
do them right in the Magic pity.
While each nnd every citizen in
this great land of ours feels an Interest in any celebration which is
staged upon the anniversary of the
birth of our glorious nation, tho
American Legion fe.els that it !s duty
bound to organize and conduct a
celebration upon such an occasion
and for them there is the added glory
of arranging a celebration in honor
of the birth of the flag under which
they fought; of the foundation of
the country for whose ideals they
serve, and they do not believe that
those who were so unfortunate as to
be ineligible for membership in the
Legion begrudge
men when
they take charge and direct the commemoration of the Declaration of Independence.
While the Americnn Legion is planning on staging and directing the
program for the 4th and 6th of July,
the members desired to ascertain the
attitude of others toward such a project for it is not the purpose of the
American Legion to ride rough shod
over the feelings of others. However,
the members of the American Legion,
unlike other organizations, is composed of younger men who lean much
more readily to celebrations of this
nature, and who know no tiring wlun
working to make a celebration such as
the one outlined above a complete
success.
Capt. J. C. I.uikart Iihs taken direct charge of the work and can be
found at any time in the office of
Post Commander Douglass K.
and will be always ready and
willing to listen to suggestions which
will help to make this celebration one
worthy of the citizenship of Clovis.
e

H. S. MOBLEY

community meeting will be held at the
court house on June 15th to discusf
the most practical way of making this
a great dairy state.
Mr. H. S. Mobloyof the Agricultural Extension Department of the
International Harvester Company will
ussist the local people in conducting
this meeting. Mr. Mobley operates a
dairy farm in the South and
he has made a big success of it. He
markets his products 200 miles from
home at a good profit. He will tell us
how New Mexico farmers can become
permanently prosperous by going into
partnership with the dairy cow.
Besides being a prosperous farmer,
he is a speaker of national reputation.
No one should miss hearing him. No
admission will be charged. There will
be large illustrated lecture chnrts,
demonstration material and moving
pictures.
Every man, woman and child is in
vited to attend. City people will be
benefitted as much as those from the
farms.
YESTERDAY'S GAME
Clovis vs. Panhandle.

Butteries Wetsell and Cave ; Held
and Warner.
Big Crowd.
Lots of running.
(estimated)
Lots of scores 29-Lots of cussing, (censored.)
Another one today.
SANTA FE APPRENTICES
' WIN ONE AND LOSE ONE

life-lon-

In the first iramo of the double
homier Sunday afternoon, the local
Santa Fe apprentice baseball team de
feated the Albuquerque shop team
by a score of 13 to 9. Both teams
batted the pitchers freely, with a
sprinkling of errors to make things
interesting.
The apprentice boys Journeyed to
Slaton. Texas, where they played the
first string players Monday after
noon. Thev were not so fortunate In
thls'e-ame- .
however, and were nosed
out of the victory by one point. The
score was 15 to 14.

Fitz-hug-

h,
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upon prosperity
good many

of

lasting forever.

A

us do the same thing.

After nil, plain, ordinary gumption
greatest asset in the world. This

Official Paper of Curry County

is the

judgment,
embraces
rtubility, power to hold onto rational
but not blind optimism, reasonable
Entered at the postoffice at Clovis, but not unreasonable
New Mexico, as tecond class matter alenrtnsi to value of looking before
nder the act of March 3, 1879.
you and counting up the cost before
you run up a bill. Let us philosophize;
yes. But let us not forget that beTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
..2.00 fore we philosophize fruitfully, we
One Year
t.o0 must buckle down to the workday
Bix Months.
task of earning a living. Quanah
Tribune Chief.
Forcim Advniinff RepfMralativa
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and PublUher

THE AMERICAN

racing

ASSOCIATION.!

Waiting for business to pick up
does not sound American. Picking
IF
business up by the slack of the trous
Of 3,256 French villages in which ers and shoving
it along seems 'more
all life was suspended during the war, like our style.
3,216 have cume back to life. The
inhabitants have returned to rebuild
In Montana
bill has been' passed
their homes and. their fortunes. The taxing all bachelors $3
year, and
remaining 40 villages were so shot paying
the taxes into the widows'
to pieces as to be uninhabtable.
pension fund. That's pretty doggone
We human beings are a wonderful cheap
for being your, own boss.
with
faults.
even
our
all,
fcreed, after
We are knocked down and apparently
Fourth of July is near at hand and
out; but before long we are on our If Clovis is going to have any kind of
feet again, and, wiping the blood from celebration, preparations must be
our faces, we go back with a smile,
made at once. Clovis had a very ap
to whatever we happened to be doing. propriate
entertainment last year and
Cities crumble, fortunes are wiped it seems
that a like program could be
out, but faith and love and hope are
carried out to advantage this Fourth,
eternal, and together they resume
their song in men's hearts soon after AMERICAN WOMEN SPEND
the first chock of disaster.
VAST SUME ON ROTjGS
Whot American soldier believed the
inhabitants would ever return to the
American women r.ow are spending
wrecked French villages whAce they
had fled? Desolation and ruin seem- approximately 1500,000,000 a year
on rouge, lip sticks, hair nets, jewelry
ed complete. As a picture of dispair
it seemed nothing could be added to and other beautlfiers rnd feminine
foibles of all kinds. In short, milady's
the scene.
1021 vanity box will cost enough to
flows
And yet the current of life
strong in all but 40 of these villages, pay half the interest on the national
debt or the entire appropriation for
and, doubtless, the cabbages and the
the United States Navy, including
turnips soon will be bursting through
new ship construction.
earth that was churned by shell fire
Government sources of information
with
crushthe debris of
and covered
and reports compiled by official bu
ed stone.
reaus are authority for these facts.
There id no irreparable desolation
No, the United States Government
except that which we hold to our bosready to conduct a camoms as if it were a treauire of rare isn't getting
paign
against
feminine extravagance.
price. Hope and faith are trying to
inforsing in our hearts always, if we will The Government came by this
mation quite incidentally. It is rebut listen..
income tax reports and
If you are down in the mouth the vealed in the
story of the reviving French villages reports to the Department of
The information thus revealshould give you new courage,
ed is indicative of a condition.
;

ONE FOOT ON THE GROUND
Enthusiasm is fine. So is idealism.
So is optimism. So are lots of other
things. But always ket-- one foot on
the ground. Too many of us are given to flying extremes. We lack ballast. We often let our dreams run
away with us. We lose all sense of
perspective nnd proportion. When
things are going well with us we con
clude that they will always continue
to do so, and we accordingly neglect
to provide safeguards against a reversal of fortune. The business concerns which are in the direct straits
todny are those that overshot the
mark most during the boom. They
failed to look ahead. They reasoned

MEN

The Curry County Choptcr of the
American Red Cross wants to see you
if you are in need of hospital care,
vocational training or compensation
from the government. Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at
'the Clovis News Office.

1

HUNT'S OUAR ANTEKD
SKIN DISEASE RKMRDIKS
(Hunt'aSalv
and Soap Mull In
the treatment of Itch, Kciemft,
Rtnffworm.TattirorotheritchTry thic
liiff fthtn d
truatrocDt at our rlik.
If

on
t

t

ii

NOTICE!

!

IGARETTEr

YOU'RE DOWN IN THE MOUTH

Com-m?rc- e.

LOCAL MAN INTERESTED
LEGION APPRECIATES
amount on hand a month before.
IN EL DORADO WELL
.
MEMORIAL DAY HELP
The largest increase during April,
in
recorded
the figures showed, was
Dean Lucas Post No. 25 American the Texas and Louisiana division,
J. H. Shepard received a wire Tues-da- y
Legion has requested that we publish amounting to 18,000,000 gallons.
stating thut the well of the Lucky
through our columns their deep apOther increases in gasoline were: Six Oil Company, near El Dorado,
preciation of the
and
East coast division, 370,000.
Arkansas, had struck oil. The flow
support of the people of Clovis in
Indiana and Illinois, 8,200,000.
the well had not been determined.
of
helping to make the first Memorial
Oklahoma and Kansas, 5,800,000.
Day services ever held in Clovis a
Colorado and Wyoming, 11,100,000 Mr. Shepard and others are interested
success.
in drilling the well.
California, 2,500,000.
And the deepest gratitude is expressed to Mr. A. W. Johnson and the
members of his band for the donations of the music by which the
"Vets" marched to the cemetery, as
well as for their kindness in marching
every step of the way with the Veterans Organization. It is not the intention to slight anyone in expressing
the gratitude of the American Legion
and the band is pointed out merely to
emphasize the feelings of the American Legion toward all who aided in
Lave a well improved farm1 fourteen miles
making the Memorial Day ceremonies
so complete.
Northwest, in Ranehvalc neighborhood. V?11 sell or
At the suggestion of Mr. S. A.
Jones, the executive committee of the
trade for property in Clovis. For further informaPost, is thinking of raising funds to
tion call at 206 West Hagerman.
erect a monument to all soldiers,
sailors and marines of Curry County.
Mr. Jones suggested this and suggested that the monument be erected by
subscription and we mention it at this
time to ascertain the attitude of our
readers toward the erection of such
a monument.

Ten for 10 cents. Hand
size. Dealers carry both.
10 for 10c; 20 for 20c.
It's toasted.

I

An interesting story comes from
the South Plains of the injury of an
aged citizen when he was thrown from
an antique buggy drawn by an old
mule. The accident occurred when an
airplane alighted from a remote point
bringing a physician to attend a patient in the vicinity of the injured
man's home. The mule became
frightened at the airship, ran away
and hurt the pioneer settler. Thus is
the old giving way to the new. Ama- rillo Daily News.

Clovis Cream & Produce

BIG STOCKS OF GASOLINE

f

O.

II

Reese, Prop.

Washington, D. C. Gasolfne stocks
30 were the largest in the
history of the country, It was shown
in figures made public today by the
bureau of mines. There were
gallons in stock on April 30,
of a net increase of 42,000,000 over the

"Honoring Mrs. Gus Elbow,
Sioux City, Mrs. Williamson enter
tained at a beautifully appointed rose
luncheon in her home Thursday."
Daily Okluhoman.
With all due respect for the host
ess, we think Mrs. Elbow would have
appreciated it if it had been some
sort of a joint meeting.

on April

P. F. WHITE

Wo hope we never grow so small and our

busi-8-

0

large that we can't appreciate the human side of
our customers.

BUILDING
CONTRACTOR

The Dallas News says the people in
many parts of north Texas are sleeping in storm cellars theso nights for
Court Home,, School Buildings,
fear of cyclones. How we do sym Hotalt and Other Public Buildings.
pathize with the people who live down
in the state.
The bollwevils eat up
Years of experience In erecting
their cotton, the green bugs devour
their wheat, the hot winds burn their public buildings.
corn, the chiggers, ticks and mosqui-to- s
gnaw on their anatomies, the siz
Construction Work of all kinds.
zling weather of summer causes them
to think they are in hades, and the cy
Set ma at Avalon Hotel.
clones of the spring scarr them half
to
the
to death. They should come
plains where life is so much more
Plainview News.
pleasant.
Devote the same amount of energy
to hard work thnt you do to complaining and you will find the came for
complaint temoved.
A man used to be able to travel to
obtain a liberal education, but with
the present high railroad rates,, he is

The Western Elevator Company
Texico

Clovis

"Watch Us Grow"
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obl'ged to attend the university.

FOR A
T7TT

lot

30x3 Standard

'

I

If

eaumui nome

T.

m.

Non-SkidTi- re

mm

Get
This new low price
is made possible
by strictest economies and specialized production.
Plant No. 2 was
erected for the sole
purpose of making
30x3

inch

Non-Ski- d

fabric tires.
With a daily capacity of 1 6,000 tires tnd 20,000 tubes, this plant permits refined production on a quantity basis.
All materials used are the best obtainable. The quality is uniform.
It is the best fabric tire ever offered to the car owner at any price.

CHI-NAME-

L

and finish your floors and woodwork. We

carry all colors.
Use OLD ENGLISH WAX on the floors.

Get a TORRINGTON VACUUM CLEANER for the Rugs,
Curtains and Draperies.
Then Sit Back and ENJOY LIFE.
A call over the phone will bring a demonstrator with a
Cleaner. Let him show you how and leave the cleaner
five days on trial. We make it easy on you.
Tor-ringto-

n

Firestone Cord Tires

Tire repairmen, who judge values best, class these tires as having the
car manufacturers use
e
sturdiest carcass made. Forty-seve- n
them as standard aquipment. They are the quality choice of cord users.
high-grad-

30x3

Wh Cord
"

32x4,.,"
34x4

"

'"

New Price $24.50
"
"
46.30
- "
"
54.90
-

TAYLOR TIRE & BATTERY CO., Clovis, N. M.

Roboris-Doarbor-

no

Hardware Company

Your Money Back K You Want It
Phone 221

Clovis, N. M.
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Men's Dress
Shoes

VI)

I

21

"""all

if

ml
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In order to do so we are cutting our prices within
reach of everyone.

Everything Reduced Regardless of Cost

Pairs

Men's Oxfords
Edwin Clapp, Packard, Beacon, Howard and Foster.

Choice $2.25

Work Shoes

Sale Starts Friday, June 3
Thread
150 Yard Spool

Straw Hats

J. P. Coats

5c per spool
5

Chambray Shirting

$1.95

Solid color and Stripe

18c yard

$2.25

Semi-Dres-

s

25c to 75c

Ladies'

Ready-to-We-

Ladies' Hose
$1.50 Silk for
$1.25 Silk for

Mercerized Lisle
35c Cotton, 6 prs
6Cc

ar

Reduced
More Than Half

50 Men's Hats

$1.95 Each
Men's
Handkerchiefs
Extra Quality

5c Each

Durable Durham
12y2c
Sizes 414 to 7
15c
Sizes 72 to 10
Children Sox, 42 to 820c

Gingham Dresses

Sizes 4 to 8

Sizes 81, to 12
Sixes 12 to 2

$1.25
$1.50
$1.95

Tennis Slippers
Men's and Women's

Neck Ties
Best Quality

35c and 75c
Men's Work Sox
Black, Brown, Gray.

95c

Two Pair 25c

Boys' Shirts

Children's Rompers

Blue Work, sizes 12 to 11
.

50c

and Play Suits

65c to $1.25
Washable

250 Men's and Boys

Caps, 35c
Apron Ginghams
Fast Colors Small Check

13lc yard

t-7-

75c to $1.00
to $1.95

de

Ginghams
27 inches wide, fancy plaids

and checks

20c yard

Transparent
Organdy

5c

95c Value, Blue,
100

Children's Shoe

95c
75c
35c
$1.00

Children's Hose

Childrens'
Womens'

.

Union Made Extra Heavy
' High Back

Toile-De-Nor-

Scout Style

Comfort Style; just received

Harvest and

to a customer

All Leather, all sizes

Women's Oxfords
and Pumps

.

Overalls

Blue,95c
Exp. Stripe, 95c

Choice $3.25
100

UU

Pink

Yellow

Pairs

Canvass Gloves

Boys' Dress Shoes

65c

3 pair for 25c

and Oxfords

Tennis Slippers

$2.50

Men s Summer

Underwear
Best Grade

75c to $1.25

Kahki Pants
One lot Large Sizes

95c

Children's

85c

Ladies' Vests
50c
40c

Values
Values

30c
25c

Ladies' Combinations
and 95c Values
All go for

$1.25, $1.10

75 Cents

o)o)
UW
WHITING'S OLD STAND

Men's Dress Shirt
AU Sizes

85c
Trunks, Suit Cases
Traveling Bags
Below Cost

O

THE CLOVIS NEWS,
Mrs. W. M. Robinson of near Mi.l-ros- e
is spending the week with her
son, U. 0. Robinson anil wife.

PERSONAL MENTION
If it
B.

is the best

flout it

For fire insurance

is Sunlight

an'

Doughton

Bring us your grain. The Western
ltc
Elevators Co., Inc.
Mr. Tom Joins of Enterprise
was a Clovis visitor Monday.

Every sack of Sunlight flour
guaranteed.
C. E. Strout has sold his place on
will

North Merriwether Street and
move soon to California.

No, I have not quit the reul estate
business, only moved office to Baker
Bros, old stand. Reagan Land Co. ltc

Judge Sam Brutton and his father,
Bratton of Farwell, spent last
Are you fully insured against fire Saturday and Sunday in Hereford.
tornado and hail. See us at Baker
Bros, old stand.
Clovis
Insurance
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Talley of Alltc buquerque arrived Sunday for a
Agency.
week's visit at the home of Rev. and
Virginia and Helen Hockenhull Mrs G. F. Mickey.
are visiting Frances Deula at her
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Fears of Farwell
home north of Clovis.
were Clovis visitors last Saturday.
H. T. Clack has moved to Clovis Mr. Fears wag formerly editor of the
from Celina, Texas. Mr. Clack for- Krwcll Tribune but is now fanning
merly lived in this county.
and says he likes his new occupation
fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred .E. Dennis and
little daughter, Bettie Ray, returned
BAPTIST CHURCH
this week from a visit in Oklahoma.
G. C.

d

1

Mr. and Mrs. Claud Lilian! died on
the 2"th after a short illness of acute

Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom
Corn seed for sale now at Gurley iiulieestion.
The bereaved
Broom Corn Co. Office. New seed have the sympathy of all.
will make better brush.
Dr. G. P. Miller and daughter, Miss
Georgia, left this week for Chicago
where they go for special medical
treatment for her.

s two weeks' visit to San Francisco,
Los Angeles, and San Diego, Calif.

of her father.

Mrs. J. W. Boyle and daughter,
Miss Fannie, left Friday for an exThere is a movement on to beautify
tended visit with relatives In Kansas City and other eastern points.
the cemetery this summer. Those
who are interested please see Mrs.
We handle nothing but best Mait-lan- Rodes and she will explain plans.
The best Is the
lump coal.
cheapest. Lane & Sons Grain ComMiss Amye Anderson is the per
pany.
sonification of carefulness in getting
description of property and cvery- ..
.
tt
rt
Mr. and .Mrs. l. u. nauuers ami Muf( jU3t rj(,ht w,,n wrjting your
daughter, Miss Edna, and Miss H"Ii-illlMn.nllt.e. riovis Insurance Agency. 1
rnlmatoer. left in their car fur Las!
Vegas Monday morning.
The little 19 months old bnby of
I

OF WORK

M1MCED FOB C.

parents

We have some buyers for land coming after crops arc laid by. List your
farms with us if you have a bargain.
Remember our office is changed to
Baker Bros, old stand on Main Street.
Reagan Land Co.
ltc

Misses Ruth Cook, Nellye Cook,
Ruth Hough and Messrs. Ernest
Do you want your insurance writCarmel Enstham and Floyd ten carefully so in case you have a
Marsh, motored to Hereford Sunday. loss you will be sure to get your
money? We know you do. That is
We have sixteen of the trongvst the reason we cheek each policy we
insurance companies and are making write three times to make sure there
specialty of insurance, not a side are no errors or wrong description
line. If we handle your insurance that will make null and void your
!i
i
Business you can rest assureu inni n p0jcy
Clovis Insurance Agency, ltc
dp
corrocuy
oe
win
ami
written
will
Misses Bonnie and Burnie Brnnon
taken care of when it expires so there
will not be a time between policies are spending the summer with their
when yu will be without insurance. brother and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Clovis Abstract and Insurance Agen-- ' A. W. Branson.
cy, successors to Baker Bros. InsurMr. and Mrs. Oscor Britt are the
ltc
ance Agency.
proud parents of a baby girl born
Sunday, May 22nd. Although this is
RuUr Meeting
the fifth girl, they would not give it
ClOVIS COMMANDERY
in exchange for the finest boy in
Will be held at Masonic Hall
town.
Second and Fourth Friday
and Miss
Mr. W. M. Patterson
nights of each month.
Annie Lou Burr of Belen, arrived in
at 8:00 O'clock.
Clovis Tuesday and were married at
All Sir Knights residing In
the home of Rev. G. F. Mickey. They
this jurisdiction are Invited.
P. A. LaShicr. Recorder.
returned Wednesday to Belen where
they will make their future home.
1

We presume that everyone knows
about the union revival that is beir.g
conducted by some of the churches of
the town. While the Baptist church is
not officially connected with the
meeting, still we consider It of such
importance, and nre so concerned
with its success, that the church voted
last Sunday to suspend our regular
Sunday preaching services and prayer
meeting services for the duration of
the meeting. Consequently, there will
be no preaching services at the church
next Sunday. Announcements will be
made in due time when wj are to
resume regular services. Our regular Sunday school will be held at 9:30
every Sunday. The people are urged
to attend the Sunday school and then
throw their influence to making the
revival the greatest success possible.
Our Sunday school teachers' meeting
will be held each Monday night, as
there will be no revival services held
at that time. Our B. Y. P. U. will
meet as usual.
C. W. Stumph, Pastor.

DF C.

(c) To develop children's play
ground.
PUnk V. Sidewalks and .Fre. Mail
Delivery.
(a) To promote extension of sidewalks and building of street crossings.
(b)
To lay out and develop
sidewalk plans to nuet the requirements to secure free city mail de
livery.
Plank VI Freight Rates.
To study freight and express rates
and to seek a reduction In rates.
Plank VII Tourist Camping Grounds
To develop tourist camping grounds
to care for the increasing tourist
travel.
Plank VIII Advertising.
To develop and conduct a judicious
campaign to advertise the advantages
of Clovis and Curry County.
Plank IX. Street Lighting.
To cooperate with the city In de-- !
velopment of adequate street light-- ;
ing system for the business and resi
dential sections.
Plank X. Tree Planting and City
Beautification.
To foster tree planting campaign
and develop plans for buautifying
the business and residential sections
of the city.
Plank XL Rett Roam.
To seek and provide rest rooms for
farmer' wives and shoppers.
Forum Program
The Forum program consists of
City and County Government matters,
Y. M. C. A. and Community House,
Hotels, Public Library, Water Rates,
of Awnings, Schools,
Regulation
Housing, Fire Insurance Reduction.
The supplementary program consists
of Wholesale and Retail Trade Pro
campaigns,!
motion and
Merchants Association and Fovlng.
e

WALLACE REID IN
"THE LOVE

CIVIC CLUB.

IS

(Continued from page 1)

Frank Davis returned Monday from

Mrs. F. M. Reed was culled to Dal-ia- s
Monday on account of the death

Vrain, was a Clovis visitor Thursday.

P

H. P. Turner returned
Tuesday
from Albuquerque where he has been
visiting for the past three weeks.

Co.

St.

of

0. Griggs, merchant

see
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SPECIAL"

There are no sex problems, no mat-- '
The Civic Club will meet next Monnor life lessons to
day afternoon in the parlors of the rimonial
Lyceum Theatre. All are requested be learned from Wallace Reid's latest
picture, "The Love Special," which
to attend.
will be presented at the Lyceum Sat
urday night. It is a fine,
DON'T FORGET.
story with lots of mountain railroad
That we are headquarters for all atmosphere, a charming romance, and
kinds of field and garden seeds.
a few well staged thrills lend spice to
Just in a fin. lot a early seed the production. Mr. Reid is well suppotatoes, Texas Red rust proof oats ported by Agnes Ayres, and several
that have been recleaned, home grown other prominent players including
Iowa Silver Mine seed corn.
Theodore Roberts.
Chick and chicken feed. Expect a
The story revolves around Jim
supply of oyster shell, grit- - and char- Glover, a construction engineer on a
coal.
mountain railroad, who gets in 'dutch'
SEED CO. with the daughter of the president of
THE WILL H. PATIS0
Old Mexico Commission House.
the road on first meeting her, and
then falls in love with her. You'll;
While the "dry'' agents an away enjoy every minute of the production,
the "wets" will play. Indianapolis and especially the big surprise at the
News.
last.
mix-up-

Stop! Look! Listen!
All aboard for a sizzling trip through the West
and the Land of Romance!

mmm

f

)
r

Smmm m nmm mm

mmw
nm,mt

WALLACE REID in

The Love Special'
A trip engineered by
l
Wally Reid, as
builder of railroads, battler with nature, and wooer
of lady fair.
dare-devi-

Skirting the crags of the towering Sierras,
plunging through snow scenes and ending in a wild
night ride through a blizzard, letting you off all
happy and gasping for breath.
Remember Wally in a racing auto?
Now watch him

burn up thn rails.

Saturday Night
TRY TO GET IN

HEREFORD WILL. HAVE
ROUND UP JUNE 24

nd 23

Hereford is planning another big
summer Round-uon Friday and Sat
urday, June 24th and 23th. Hereford!
is famous for the complete show they!
put on for occasions of this character
but thir year they hope to out-dall
previous records.
..'.' TT.
:.u .u.
i u vwiiiiviiuii nun
me .icguitir
Round-u- p
features, Hereford fire department will stHfce one of their fanv
Arh nicrhf rinrintr tho
out fr&AAcft
Round-up- .
These events consist of
boxing and wrestlim? matches, shadow!
"
boxing, punching the bag, a big free
nil
of
for
similar stunts. The Hereford band will furnish music for '.ho
o

,..

....
Tire Mileage at the Lowest Cost in History
RED-TO-

NON-SKI-

SIZE and TYPE

3i Clincher
32x31 S. S.

32 x 4
34 x 4J

S. S.

35x5

S. S.

as..

NON-SKI-

D

GRAY TUBES

CORD

Old Prices New Prices Old Prices New Prices Old Prices New Prices Old Prices New Prices Old Prices New Prici

30x3 Clincher
30 x

RIBBED CORD

P

$17.55
20.80
26.30
31.95
49.65
61.15

.

$12.85
15.00
21.00
26.90
38.35
47.05

$21.05
27.75
31.60
42.00

--

$17.00
22.00
26.00
34.40

-

-

0rr tiici

Plmi war tax.

$25.00
32.90
41.85
49.65
61.90

$32.60
39.20
'
49.S0
59.10
73.65

rtjucti

$34.25

41.15
52.30
62.05
77.35

$27.50
36.40
46.30

,

$2.75
3.25
3.G0

54.90

68.45

4.55
6.00
7.25

$2.15
2.55
2.90
3.55
4.75
5.85

occasion.

in

the tenth

in-

u"

"noon,

Tne bo

wore follow?:
Boa Scora.

rayer and
'roupe, ss
n ave, c.
Goodwin,

CLOVIS
AB R
5
0

p0B'

4

cf.

J'ih:iin lb.

... .8

Ruth, 2b

Mic!:ey, rf.
The Chihuahua steers
used
last
Craig, 3b
ienfon are still on hand and in better Voyles,
If
condition than ever. The beat riders,
Murphy, p,
ropers and bulldoggers in the country

Total

....

H PO A
0 1 1
6 1
3 0

4

1

1

4

3

4

4

2

0

5

0

1

4

3

0

4

1

2

37

30 10
are being secured for the occasion
Paerific hits. Cave, Goodwin,
and a big time nil round is anticipatJohnson, Ruth, and Micky.
Stolen
ed. The Round-uthis year will be
bases, Cave, Johnson
and
Craig.
given under the auspices of the ChamStruck out by Murphy, G. Base on
ber of Commerce.
bnlls off Murphy, 2.
p

ROSWELL
I'layer and pos. AB R
The Curry County Chapter of th K.
R
Etz, 2b.
American Red Cross wants to see yoo Talbot,
If.
5
if you are in need of hospital care, H.
Eti, cf
6
vocational training or compensation Cavanaugh,
lb. 6
from the government Office hour, Erwin, c
6
Monday and Friday of each week at
E. Jones, 3b.
the Clovis News Office.
Nichols, ss
MEN

in

pnptrlhn

These Prices Apply to Our Regular and Complete Line
Price unsupported by value never it an advantage to any but the man who (ells
and quit.
to make a quick "clean-up- "
A reputable, unexcelled mileage tire made by a company that can and will deliver
U and more than you pay for is the only one you can afford to buy.

3

O. Jones, rf
W often wonder if aesf'neti: dane-in- g
S. Jones, d.
would still be as popular if the

donseuse wore a mackintosh and
ics.- Seatcy, Ark., Citizen.

erot-

Sold only by Dealers

A New Low Price on a Known and Honest Product
t

Scoring three runs

ning, Roswell won 0 to 6 and made
eh'Hn IWfp of the 8t'ri' last Thurs- -

Monty back without qutttton
If HUNT'S GUARANTEED
SKIN DISEASB KKMRDIbS
(I iiint'a 8nh and Soup Mail in
the treatment of hrh, Krrtma,

t

Kir.rworro,TatttfofotSrttth.
iff itn Ulrifaif. Try thic
If aatintot at out ritk.

1

M

4

jS

H PO

E

3
0

5
0

1

1

8
0
0

2 13
3 9
3
0
0
2
o 0
0 14 30 10

1

0
0
0
0
1

Oberlin
1
0
Total .,..44
5
Two buse hits, E. Jones.
Three
base hits, Erwin. Home run, R. Eti.
Sncrlfice hits, Talbot, Nichols. Stolen
bases, R. Et, Cavanaugh, Jonrs 2,
Nichols and S. Jones. Struck out by
S. Jones, 9. ' Time of game 2:20.
Scores: Roswell, 9; Clovis, 0.
The best for lightbrcad
flour.

Sunlight'
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We had a" wonderful sale of Porch Furniture last week. It
went fast but we have a little left that we are going to close
out at an extra discount of ten per cent over the cut price
of last week. You can't beat our prices.

olinson Bfoo Furaitare and Undertaking
If it

is not Sunlight, it is not the

best.

jj

LOCAL MENTION

J
If

you want to be right, use

Sun-IlKh-

t.

Judge Sam Bratton is holding court
in Ft. Sumner this week.

If you have tried all the rest, try
Sunlight, it's th! best
Joe Stalling
from a week-end

Tuesday
returned
visit in Amarillo,

Furniture repaired at Clovis Shoe
Hospital. West Grand Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. E. Pattison
Claud visited relatives in Clovis

of

If the bread it right, the flour ii
Sunlight.

J. R. Xeff andTamily were Clovis
G. W, Ryle of Melrose was a Clo
vis visitor Tuesday.
visitors ainuruny.

When you think flour

Pride
flour.

think

J. H. Kays of Pleasant Hill was
Clovis visitor Tuesday.

of

the

Sunlight

plains

A home pioduet

for home people

Sunlight Flour.

W. J. Fasholtz of Texico was a
S. A. Jones made a business trip
to Aninrillo this week.
Clovis visitor Monday.

The
Made from choice Curry County
If the flour is Sunlight, the bread
The biead will be pretty and white
Flour.
wheat Sunlight flour.
will be right.
if you use Sunlight.

best

for biscuits

--

Sunlight

If it

is not Sunlight, it is not the

best.

A. Izenberg returned Tuesday from
Miss Zclla Mae Pierce has accepted
J. B. Briscoe of Amarillo was a
Tom Helm has recently accepted a
Mr. John McMinn returned this
a position with the Surprise Store.
a business trip to Dallas, Texas.
Sunday. position with the Highway Garage.
week from a visit to points in Texas. Clovis visitor Saturday and
Buy Campbell's ice cream. None
Amarillo Daily News and the Clovis
Quality and price Sunlight Flour
The bread will be pretty and white
Patronize home industry and buy
year.
a
News
better.
$7.20
for
can you beat it?
;f you use Sunlight.
Campbell's ice cream.
Mrs. S. G. Bratton md children left
Herbert S. Claxton of Ft. Sumner
ManCounty Commissioner John
Carl A. Hatch attended
district
L. M. DeFord returned Saturday ning was in from Hollene Decoration
made a business trip to Clovis Tueg. last week fumi a month's visit at
court at Ft. Sumner the first of the day.
Marshall, Texas.
from a month's vacation in Como, Day.
week.
Texas.
Ice tea glasses and wnter sets.
All kinds of leather repairing done
Let Cornell re finish your auto.
Barb Wire. Field Fence, and
at Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand
Queensware and Glassware at
This ii a good time to have it
Avenue.
done..
i

"

II

III

I

i

T

Bvrriman Bocotk is spending his
vacation with his grandmother, Mrs.
Taylor, at Frionn, Texas.

Mr. L. G. Judah and family are
taking a vacation on their farm near

Cnueey, N. M.
WANTED Teams to do hnuling.
Reed H. Parker and Miss Margaret
Apply to D. F. Thomas, 115 North
Mips Edna Hazel Sanders left Mon
farm
FOUND Many
Wooley, both of Clovis, were married
I treat all diseases and disorders of
Wallace.
confinement
at 11:00 o'clock Wednesday morning ers have found our elevator an ideal day morning to attend the Normal women and attend
Las Vegas.
Mrs. R. S. Gray left this week for at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. V place to market their grain. Get in University at
cases Dr. H. R. Gibson.
a visit to points in Texas and Trini- Steed. Rev. R. B. Freeman perform line with your friends. The Western
Clovis Shoe Hospital, 4 doors West
Elevator Company. "Watch us Grow."
Miss Margaret Coupland has justj
ed the ceremony.
dad, Colorado.
of Austin's. We will repair your shoes
irom a visit witn ncr sister,
returned
neatly and in a hurry.
Mrs. Gore, of Tolar, N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Branson spent
Refrigerator time is here. We have
Sunday and Monday with his parents
a big stock and glad to show them
in Kirk, N. M.
wide-awa- ke

.

FARMERS If you eat Campbell's
Ice Cream, you help your own in
dustry. Made from Curry County
products.

is making
George B. Couplitnd
quite an addition to his house on,
South Sheldon Street.

Our coal business is black but w
Lane & Sons Grain

treat you white.
Co.

Mrs. Pearl Fridley returned Tuesday from a week's visit with friendg
and relatives in Roswell.

Some diamonds are worthless, else
several grades of coal. The best coal
We have it. Lane
Is the cheapest.
& Sons Grain Co.

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Coyle, who have
P. E. Hale of Grady, who has been
been in Clovis for several months, left
department
of
ng
the
medical
attend.
J. B. Teakley of McAlister has a
this wek for Chicago where they will
number of cattle in a Hereford stile Louisville University at Louisville, spend the
sunimer.
Ky.,
returned
home.
has
Saturday
Vegas
on
he
held at Lai
to
of this week.
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Brooan
Don't risk your property without
seed for sale now at Gurley
Corn
It's a good deal cheaper to have sufficient fire insurance. Wo rep- Broom Corn Co. Office. New seed
.
some
companies.
aoBt
of
the
resent
shoes
those old
fixed than to buy
will make better brubh.
Bring them to us, Clovis Dorp on Land Co.
Shoe Hospital.
W. D. Tiodson of Ft. Worth, who
Mrs. Stonewall Fiiiley and daughhas been in Clovis for the past seva
Vernon,
Texas,
of
ter
here
for
are
S. J. Robinson of Hot Springs, S.
eral days, left last week for National
Dnk., arrived in Clovis this week and visit at the home of Mr. and Mil.
City, California. He was accompanied
will make his home here with his Jeff Bailey.
by Phillip Cooley of Clovis.
daughter, Mrs, R. J. Bobier.
We repair all kinds of furniture at
Phone No. 72 for Plumbing and Clovis Shoe Hospital, West Grand
Avenue.
Electrical Repairing.
Regular Commonlcatioa.
A. F.
A. M.
Mrs. Lena S. Maxwell, who has
Ntst Tuesday Night
been teaching school at Ranchvale,
1ST
P. A. La Shier, Secretary
will spend the summer at Grady and
"
moved there this week.
Miss Laura Fullerton of Portales,
visited at the home of Misses Velma
and Zola Bailey Monday, enroute to
Silver City to attend nornrul.
new-ones-

The day of all days, the
most prized of all remembrancesthe bride's

'

Co)

freh

and
cured meats and deliver free. Phone
us your order. Wilmon Bros. Phone
We hnndle ail kinds of

Home portraits by

EJQt
$WTO
VXSS
yvyjftfmWRIiWGmGF

481.
Miss Alice Martin, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Martin, returned last
Saturday from Las Vegas where she

graduated this year from the state
normal.

lift;

Emerson, P. k 0. Canton, and
Case Listers. See us before buying.

Miss Edna McKinley left Wednesday for her home in Bellv'iew. After
a two weeks stay there she Is planning

to take a motor trip with her family
to California points.

ROBINSON

PHOTOGRAPHER IN YOUR TOWN"
'
Phone 145
119 E. Miuiroe
' ' THE

We have the agency for torn: nf the
most substantial old lin. fire insurance
companies. Doughton Land
Company.
12l2tfe

Mcgrs. Louis Prater and Allen
King were recent, visitors at the home
of thir aunt, Mrs. Minnie Neff. Mr.
King is attending school at Canyon,
Texas, and Mr. Prater is a traveling
dalesmen for the Alexander Drug Co.,
of Oklahoma City.

HOW CAN I
PICK OUT THC

K1QHT TIRE1?

111

C--O

TO THE

RKrHJ
PLACE

FUNNY. MS3
1 NEVER

Thought

ISO

OF THAT

The right place and he right treatment and the
right people and the right prices have a way and
manner of convening at the .same address. -- We're
never too crow ded to wait upfmyou .but we are rather
expecting you in to buy tliaf ne tire you need.
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HEREFORD WILL HAVE
ROUND-UJUNE 24 and 25
P

Hereford is planning another big
summer Round-uon Friday and Saturday, June 2
23th. Hereford
is famous for the complete show they
put on for occasions of this character,
but thir year they hope to out-dall
previous records.
In connection with the
regular
Hound-ufeatures, Hereford fire department will stage one of their famous fracases each ninlit during the
Hound-up- .
These event3 consist of
boxing and wrestling matches, shudow
boxing, punching the bag, a big free
for ull of similar stunts. The Hereford band will furnish music for tht
occasion.
The Chihuahua steers used last
season are still on hand and In better
condition than ever. The best riders,
ropers and bulldoggers tn the country
are being secured for the occasion
and a big time all round Is anticipated. The Round-u- p
this year will be
given under the auspices of the Cham
ber of Commerce.
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Official

Bosch Service Station
We can supply parts for all makes. Ship direct
to us for expert overhaul and rebuilding. All makes
of Magnetos, Generators, Starters, Ignition Systems.
We have a "Bosch" Magneto to fit every car,

(Magneto Department)

Phone 100 Amarillo, Tex.
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HOLLENE HAPPENINGS
4- -

Hurrah! Hollene was visited by a
ftood rain Saturday night.
in this community is
The wln-n- t
looking fine after the rain.
Mr. S. A. Jackson and family and
Mr. Frank Foster left Tuesday, the
l"lth for Silver City where they will
attend the glimmer hcIiiioI. Mr. Jackson is greatly missed in our Sunday

jchool.

Growing Old Gracefully
Arcyoa
g row-

ing old
h o
winu in
the race
of life?

Is

it

the

man
who is
thin-
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tine?

XLS
An athlete trains for every race.
A man is as strong n his Mood
and as old as his arteries. Muke
your Mood redder, your health
d
bettor by taking that old
Mood tome sold fifty years
ago and still "good us gold"
namely, Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. This tonic and
blood purifier is made up of Wood
root, Oregon Grape root, Queen's
root, Stone root, Cherry Bark,
without alcohol, in liquid or tablet
form. It puts vim, vigor, vitality
into your blood und arteries. Try
it now. Sold by all druggists, or
send 10 cents to Dr.
Invalids' Hotel in Buffalo, N. Y.,
for a trial package of Golden
Medical Discovery tablets, and
write for free confidential medical
advice.
lush-lone-

s

Mr. J. A. Conway and family left
Wednesday, the 25th, for Las Vegas.
The singing class of Hollene is in
need of a leader for the singing convention, since I'rof. Conway and
brother have left, but nevertheless,
we are going to do our best.
Little Lucille Harrison, who has
been quite sick with pneumonia, is
now uble to be up,
Mr. Crews and family of Friona,
Texas, was visiting relatives here
Sunday, and also attended church at
Hollene.
Mr. Manning and children took dinner with Mrs. W. H. Foster Sunday.
Mr. Stiths, Mr. and Mrs. Madolc,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gunn were visitors
of Mrs. Sam Campbell Sunday.
Bro. Amos Metcalf, who has been
attending college at Hamlin, Texas,
made us an interesting tulk Sunday
at eleven o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ross and Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Shadix were guests of
Mr. A. J. Black Sunday.
Jess Bmck and family and Mr. and
Mrs. Chandler were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Seahorn Sunday.
Rev. Crawford of Grady preached
us a fine sermon on "Faith" Sunday
at three o'clock.
Miss Mabel McDougal entertained
several of the young folks Sunday.
All present reported a nice time.
The second Sunilay in June, Mr.
Scott, from I'ortales, will bring some
of his Sunday school up with him,
and they will render a missionary program and at 12:00 will have dinner
on the grounds.
Everyone is welcome.

location for a large Business College. All details are being speedily worked o,ut and we shall be ready to open in ten days time.
There will be both day and night school and every advantage
found in a high grade, Business College anywhere will be found in
the Clovis College.

CLAUD

duction in prices.

NOTES

Saturday evening a number of the
Kreit'.berg Hnd Bieler relatives nut
at the home of Wm. Kreitzberg to
make ice cream to eat with the big
birthday cakes of Neil KreiUbcrg and
tiny Miss June Bieler.
Miss Berta Bennett spent Sunday
with Miss Lola Kreitzherg who was
home from Pleasant Hill for a few
days. Miss Lola then spent Sunday
night and Monday with Miss Bennett
and they attended the American Legion services and parade at Clovis on
Decoration day.
The Misses Beatrice and Uniee
Johnson, Erma and Mablo Westfall,
und Mr. Clarence Charleton were
among those who went to the picnic
at the trees Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Westfall spent
Sunday in Ranchvalc.
Messrs. O. E. Pattison and Sam
Pipkin are writing Forrest Mutual
Hail insurance.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Bennett and
family were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Marks.
Mrs. Sam Pipkin was a guest of
Mrs. Will Johnson last Friday.
Mrs. Walter Westfall ha been
visiting her mother, Mrs. Davidson,
of Ranchvalc.
Little Harold Pattison is getting
aloug fine with his fractured arm.
Mrs. Will Johnson spent Tuesday
with Mrs. Walter Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Westfall of
guests or Mr.
Clovis were week-en- d
and Mrs. John Westfall.
Mrs. Walter Smith of Pleasant
Hill entertained a number of Claud
relatives Tuesday.
Mrs. Everett Johnson led at prayer
meeting Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Sanders and
daughter spent Sunday with Mrs. Sanders' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Andrews,
or Clovis.
Mr. und Mis. O. E. Pattison and
family spent Sunday and Monday in
Clovis with the former's parents.
A large number of Claud people
attended the Peroration day services
in C lovis Monday.
The firing squad of the American
Legion met at O. fc Pattison's Friday afternoon and drilled for the
Decoration day services.
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Charter Membership is now being enrolled at

A

tractor, truck, etc. Write us.

The T. M. Caldwell Company

We wish to announce that we have selected Clovis as the

great

re-

A number of scholarships have already been

reserved and the principal thing for you to decide is whether you'
want to fake a course. If you do, call on the officers of the company at the Chamber of Commerce at once and make your
the Charter Membership at the reduced price is limited
to no.

reser-vation.f- or

New Mexico National
Business College
A. H. PERRY

FETTA LEE ERRIN
Sales Manager

President

Owned and operated by the National Business College of Miami, Floridn.

Member National Commercial Teachers Federation
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NOTICE

Mcx., snys: "I know Doan's Kidney
Pills are a good kidney medicine nnd
The voters of Curry County who cm glad to recommend them. About
have been notified to pay their road ten years ago my kidneys were out
oi
tax for 1021 must pay at once. This order. There was a hvovy, dull, bear
imtax is now due and must be paid
r.
pain that never seemed to

mediately.
For the convenience
we have arranged for
collected at Sullivan's
Judge Noble's office
Building.
This is final notice.
J.

1

of tax payers
this tax to be
Grocery or at
in the Barry

back. I sure felt all out of order
when I began using Doan's Kidney
Pills. I took this medicine off and vii
for aoine time an I ' strengthened l ie
up."
COc, at all dealers.
ease up, right across the small of my Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
7
Faster-Milbur-

n

1

LANE & SONS GRAIN COMPANY
Implements, Coal and Grain

G. FULKS,

Road Supervisor.
Thru on the third Sunday in June
county
singing
the
convention will
KNOW IT WELL
be held at the school house. Dinner
on the grounds and singing all day.
Familiar Features Wall Known to
Don't forget to bring your basket
Hundreds of Clovii Citireni.
filled.
A familiar burden In many a home,
Mr. Chester Hartley, who has been
The burden of a "bad back."
in bed with pneumonia, is reported
A lame, a weak or an aching back
some better at this writing.
Often tells you of kidney ills.
Mr. and Mrs. Sagely and Mr. and
Doan's Kidney Pills are for weak
out
her
"work
will
never
Russia
Mrs. Amos Metcalf took dinner with
Ask your neighbor.
kidneys.
expression
Mr. and Mrs. Caleb Chandler Sunday. own destiny" because that
Hore is good testimony to prove it.
word "work."
the
contains
The Sadies.
J. P. Voyles, fnrmcr, Portales, N.
world
the
tell
writers
Numerous
Many people are blessed with wismoney, but they get
dom, but cursed with an inability to how to make
themselves.
it
of
little
apply it.
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Our Motto:
:The Price U The Thing"
See us before you sell.
,

--

S. W. LANE, Manager
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"Here is Your Check"

4
r

11

0

Is that what you say when paying a bill? Or
do you simply "go through your pockets" in an effort to scare up the necessary amount?
The man who saves and banks his savings with
us never has to dig down into every pocket in order
to pay a bill.
He simply writes out a check, and the money is
always in the bank to meet it.
Have YOU a savings and checking account with
us?
It's a mighty good habit. Why not start it with-ou- t
further delay?

Clovis National Bank
44
4--

THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES

Scrap rubber

sells lor eight cents
a pound
A

new,

first-clas-

pound.

The

price

is

right in both instances,
so there is no sense in
paying a dollar a pound
for some of the sorap tire

stuff unloaded on the unsuspecting tire user.
Certain tires have established a reputation
for quality of yeats' and
years' standing. Goodrich is one of them.

Clovis Filling Station
Phone 373

Illlllh7
''-

standard make tire the
kind that I sell will
cost about $1.50 per

l

?
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WALLACE REID IN
"THE LOVE SPECIAL"

7

-

j

i
ported by Agnes Ayres, and se
other prominent players including
Theodore Roberts. ,
The story revolves around Jim
Glover, a construction engineer on a
mountain railroad, who gets in 'dutch'
with the daughter of the president of
the road on first meeting her, and
then falls in love with her. You'll
enjoy every minute of tho production,
and especially the big surprise at tho

There are no sex problems, no matrimonial
nor life lessons to
be learned from Wallace Reid's latest
picture, "The Love Special," which
will be presented at the Lyceum Saturday night. It is a fine,
story with lots of mountain railroad
atmosphere, charming romance, and
a few well staged thrills lend spice to
the production. Mr. Rcid is well sup Inst.
mix-up-

'
--

SECOND SECTION

Oldest Established Paper in Curry County
VOL. M, NUMBER 49.

Official

Paner of U. S. Land Office
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i) Flowered Voiles
Lawns and Organdies
THE IDEAL MATERIALS FOR WARM
WEATHER DRESSES

The present modes with

their Basque like waists

and full skirts hark back to Colonial days and no
fabric is better suited to their development than
these crisp, sheer materials.

SIXTEEN PACES

IH

MEETS

nun iin
Fill)

uu

their toes.
It looked like a real ball game until
Lubbock began to bunch hits on Mur
phy in the sixth. Mickey was called
to the mound, but before the rally
could be checked the visitors had
marked up four funs.

Biggest Crowd of Season Witnesses
Poor Exhibitions of Both Teams.
Record Scores Piled Up.
Following a slaughter of pitchers,
bunches of errors, and a minature
track meet, Clovis came out with the
heavy end of the 10 to 8 score in the
first game with Lubbock Sunday af
ternoon.
Lubbock started off by scoring two
in the first inning when Pierson fan
ned, Karr gained first on Stroupe's
error, W. Sunders walked and S. Sun
ders drove out a
Mickey scored for Clovis in the
second, and for two innings neijher
,
siue scorea.
A double play, Goodwin to Ruth,
three-bagge- r.

C. PARKER, HIGH SCHOOL

At 45c
50c and 85c

Lawns

Plain Voiles

Figured and Flowered

In All Desirable Shades

55c to $1.50

45c to $1.25 '

Voiles

Organdies

Light and Dark Patterns

Pastel Shades

Figured

W. I. LUIKART & CO.
'

..4
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MODERN

PANHANDLE RAIRY HERD

Hats Off To The Dairy

Cow-S- he's

A Cash Producer

in OUR
I

In this day of tight money and
high interest rates, cash is appreciated. The dairy cow is famed as a cash
producer; her product can be marketed every day, and there is always a
market for her product. This is perhaps one reason why the dairy cow is
our best friend in time of adversity.
The hundreds of millions of dollars In cash now flowing into the rural
districts of the country for dairy products is one of th strongest forces at
tions. Dairy products are a crop that
does not fail.
The safeness and economy of diversified farming is now being appreciated for with such a mixed line of
husbandry there is always a marketable product and an Income in the
form o'f cash.
It hi a good time to take account of

New Mexico has room for many
thousnmls of dairy cattle and can laterally add millions to her income and
soil fertility by
encouraging
and
building up the dairy industry.
It is a well known fact that dairy
sections show the largest bank deposit per enpita. They nlso show a
higher stamiurd of living, better land
and better buildings. The cow is economical in her use of food and she is
a great condenser of the cheap raw
products into a valuable and high
priced commodity.
The dairy business is no small item
viewed from the state returns. Most
of our central and Mississippi valley
states sell from ten to fifty million
dollars worth of dairy products in the
1 lus
year,
means that there is a
flow of millions of dollars into the
farm districts in all this land, and it
is coming when other things are not
moving; it Is coming as cash.
Why not increase such a business
and give it a high and valuable place

E. C. Farker,

RESIGNS

for the past three
years principal of the 'Clovis high
school, tendered his resignation the
first of the week, and will leave for
his home in Erie, Kansas, in a few
days.
Mr. Parker has proved to be the
right man for the place in bringing
Clovis High from a small school to
one of the largest in the stato. Under
his direction the curriculum has
broadened, the school has been ad'
mitted to the North Central Asso
ciation, and the graduates are doing
exceptional work wherever they enter
college.
A star athlete himself in
college, he has coached his teams to
victory to many times that Clovis is
feared throughout the state for its
fast teams. Mr. Farker is a man who
understands young folks. He is patient and sympathetic with high
school people, yet he is firm in carry
ing out his convictions.
He is held
in high regard by all who know him,
and the school and community will
miss his services and gcninl sr..ile.
At present no one of severul offers
have been accepted by Mr. Parker,
but he expects in the near future to
sign a contract for a larger school

Then Clevis came to bat and made
short work of Wooldridge. Si. Sanders came lo his relief in the box, b.it
the rally had ainrted, and the whole
Lubbock team couldn't stop it
For
half an hour the slimi'liU". continued.
Clovis batted around
twice, made
thirteen scores, drew nine hit? and
Lubbock ma ked up a string of en ore.
This was the best representation
of town lot baseball that has been ex
hihited in Clovis this year. Every man
on the team made a score, and Ruth,
Bergins, Voyles and Presley made two

out by Wooldridge 6, by Sander 3,
by Murphy 4, by Mickey 3. Base on
balls off Wooldridge 3, off Sanders 3,
off Murphy 1. Double plays, Ruth to
Craig, Goodwin to Ruth, Craig to
Goodwin.
Stolen bases, Cave, Wooldridge.
The Second Game
More than 600 fans watched another pitiful exhibition of baseball
Monduy afternoon when Clovis won
from Lubbock by a 22 to 11 score.
Clovis played good ball till the third
when errors by Craig, Goodwin and
Voyles, and a hit by W. Sanders, let
in three runs.
Clovis pounded Wooldridge
until the third, and then bunch
ing seven hits with Lubbock's errors,
ran in ten scores. In this inning
Mickey got a home run and a three-bas- e
hit, and Ruth drew a home run
with the bases full. Clovis piled up
four more scores in the fourth, two
in the fifth ond one in the seventh,
bringing the score up to 22.
Clovis adopted Lubbock's style of
play in the sixth, mak'ng five errorj,
while the visitors got four hits and
six runs. Two hits in the eighth
gnined another run for Lubbock.
eis-ur- ly

Box Score.
CLOVIS
Player and pos. AB R H PO A
1
3
Stroupe, cf
4
0 0
4
Cave, c
2
1
Goodwin, ss.
4
2 0
5
Johnson, lb,
3 3 11
Ruth, 2b
5
2
Mickey, rf
5 2
Voyles, If
2 2
Craig, 3b.
6
2
4 5
Diamond, p.
Presley, p.-l- f.
0

each.

This made the score 14 to 0 In
favor of Clovis. Lubbock made two
more in the seventh, but went out in
order duginr the rest
of the game, Clovis counted one in
the eighth and another in the ninth.
Lubbock started another batting
rally in the seventh, but a pretty
double stopped it. Craig made a
nice catch behind third, and whipped
the ball to first in time to make the
third out.

18

...

Bos Score.
CLOVIS

6
5
4

..4
8

'

5

1

3
0
2

2

Total

14

2
2
2
2

6
1

Presley, rf.

1

3

41 22 18 27 17

LUBBOCK
Player and pos. AB R H PO
Pierson, St.
Karr, c.
W. Sanders, lb.
S. Sanders, 2b-Ashley, If
Wooldridge, p...
Porter, rf.
Medford, 3b.
Honey, cf.

Player and pos. AB R II PO
6 1 1
1
Stroupe, ss
Cave, c
Goodwin, lb.
Ruth, 2b.
Mickey, rf-Burgin, If. .
Craig, 3b.
Voyles, cf.
Murphy, p

12

..4

Total
,

E
0

39 16 14 27 18

LUBBOCK

Total.. ..44 U U

24

8

Summary.
Stolen bases, Diamond, Honey.
Home runs, Mickey, Ruth. Three base
hits, Mickey. Two base hits, Presley.
Base hist off Wooldridge 9, off San
ders 8, off Diamond 6, off Presley 2.
Struck out by Sunders 1, by Diamond
2, by Presley 5.
Base on balls off
Wooldr!dge2, off Sanders 3. Innings
pitched by Wooldridge 3, by Sanders
5, by Diamond U, by Presley 3. Time
of game 2:05. Umpires Kuykendull
and Campbell.

Player and pos. AB R H PO A
5
Pierson, ss.
5 2
Karr, c.
0
W. Sanders, lb. .4 3 2 8 0
4
S. Sanders, 2b-3 3
4
Ashley, If
0 0
4
0 3 0 6
Wooldridge,
4
position.
0 0 0 0
Porter, rf
4
0 0 2 2
Meadford, 3b.
4
b
0 0 0 0
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom Honey,
Corn seed for sale now at Gurley
38 8 13 24 11 7
Totul
Broom Corn Co. Office. New Becd
Genuine Oklahoma Miller Broom
will make better brush.
Summary
Corn seed for sale now at Gurley
Two base hits, Voyles, Ruth, W. Broom Corn Co. Office. New setd
WANTED
Girl to do housework.
Apply at 321 N. Connelly.
Sunders. Three base hit, Karr. Struck will make better brush.

1110
10
14
12

f.

cf-2-
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The Quality of

SUNLIGHT FLOU R

agriculture!

Is a guarantee of its strengthening
properties. It's THE best. It's

Adapted from The Southwestern
Stockman Farmer.

the good work of the cow. Few animals are more neglected on the avWe deliver any amount of
erage farm, t lough few are more val
ceries to any part of the city. Will- uable. A number of good dairy cows
mon Bros., phone 481.
will support and keep a large family
and supply the running expenses of
the farm with ready cash.
Dairy
products are now being recognized as
our most valuable food since the disWANTED I
covery of vitamines found so plentifully in butter fat. It is hard to estiTo trade first class farm propmate .he great and essential value
erty far dwellings or business
of good dairy products.
buildings.
There are few farms in all this
close-i- n
To trade
dwelling
country that would not be improved
for one tome way out with more
by keeping a small herd of dairy cows.
than one lot.
Much waste takes place, especially on
Liebelt lott to sell on your
the crop farm, of such products as
own terms.
straw and forage This could be turnTHE SCHEURICH AGENCY
ed to a valuable use, add a cash in"We Know How."
come to the farm, and at the same
time increase its fertility.

LUBBOCK

in the second, and another, Ruth to
Craig, in the fifth, kept the crowd on

DDIS IF SIKE

PRINCIPAL

$2 00 PER YEAR

MADE at home. Isn't that enough?

We Want Your Grain

Cramer Mill and Elevators Co.
' IF IT'S THE BEST IT'S SUNLIGHT
Clovis, New Mexico

m
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WISH

RANCHVALE RUMORS
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Well now,
is

.Faint Now
have made conditions ideal fur

Tin1 fine Kiins

than painting ,ii yon nave been waiting tor so low,'
j

41.

attractive prices

!
-

.....l.:....

....i.r.

4

....

.......

j

paint. Call us today.

on

Kemp Cumber Cbmpanu
"The Center of Business Activities in Clovis."

Vl'lllUl. home

4444444-4NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
,

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATOR

Department of thi' Interim-- lT. S.
I .and Of fee lit I'nil Sumner, N. M.,
In the matter of the estate of Ben
Way 9, 11)21.
Notice is hereby given tlmt John Crawford, deceased.
V. Bynii' of Toxico, N. M., who on
In the Trobate Court, Curry Coun-tyApril ", H'lli, nuuli' Homestead Kntrv
New Mexico. No. 349.
No. 013K1H, for NK ' Sri'. S; NV
Notice is hereby given that the un
Soc. 9, Township 4 North, Range
:j7 Kast, N. M. I. Meridian, has filed dersigned H. S. Crawford has been
notice of intention to make final three appointed and duly qualified as ad
year proof to establish claim to the

land above described, before Daniel ministrator of the estate

of Ben
Boone, County Clerk,
Lrawrora,
deceased. All persons
t.")erk, of the District Court, at Clovis, having claims against the estate of
N. M on the loth day of June, 11)21. said Ben Crawford, deceased, are reClaimant names as witnesses:
Eugene Gooch, John M. Berry, Na- quired to present the same to said
than 1 Tharp, and Tip Isham, all of administrator within the time requirTvxico, N. M.
ed by law.
W. R. McGILL, Register.
Witness my hand at Clovis, New
Mexico, this 11th day of May, 1921.
H. S. CRAWFORD,
Administrator of the estate of Ben
co
Crawford, deceased.
,
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school
out, and the
children are home enjoying their vacation, some In the fields and others
at various work.
Willie Long and Gladys'Matthews
were among the number who started
for summer school Monday.
We missed our rural mail Monday.
We forgot that the carrier should
have a holiday once in awhile.
Juke Elder is carrying the mail in
a new jitney these days, having sold
his old one to Prof. C. A. Freeman.
The teachers are all gone now, and
the teacherage is vacant.
Quite
few of us attended Memorial services in Clovis Monday. A
big crowd was present.
Edgar Robinson has gone to the
farm near Elida to put in a crop.
Will Robinson is putting in his row
crop on his farm two miles south ot
Clovis this week.
We are still busy with our planting
tne.se days.
Mr. Groves took a beef to Clovis
market for V. Tate Tuesday.
V. Tate was calling a sale north of
House, Tuesday.
Mr. Jackson from Arizona was calling on his brother-in-laa few days
lnsi week and took his daughter, Miss

Try a Classified Ad for result
Phone us. No. 97.

fin

litis hpi.n

fni-m-
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irsyer made a cigarette
lMlliis in my da-y-

Th

i

at J. E. Davises going to school the
past year. They expect to drive down
through Texas and Oklahoma and
fpend a few days with relatives on
their return trip.
Prof, and Mrs. C. A. Freeman left
Monday for their old home in Texas,
driving their new car.
Mr. Giowden traded a team for a
Chevrolet car last week.
Mr. Groves traded his car for a
work team last week.
On account of the rushing busi
ness among the farmers the revival
meeting was postponed until some
later date. Bro. Hatfield will be with
us again next Sunday, June 5th, at

The Camel idea wasn't born then. It was the
exclusive expert Camel blend that revolutionized
cigarette smoking.
That Camel blend of choice Turkish and Domestic
tobaccos hits just the right spot. It gives Camels such
mellow mildness and fragrance!

i

The first time I smoked Camels I knew they were
made for me. I knew they wvre the smoothest, finest
cigarette in the world, at any price.

i

Nobody can tell me anything different.

3:15 p. m.
pvtunsifb domstk

BAN ON PUBLIC

A

MEETINCS AT MELROSE
R. J. REYNOLDS Tobcc Co.
On account
of the continued
WlntoD'SaUa,N.C.
spreading of the small pox over this
section of the country, and upon recommendation of the local physicians,
it has been decided that It will not
be advisable to have the Chautau
qua this week as has been previously
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
clnims against said estate are hereby
nnounced.
4
notified to present the sarnj to
The contract between the local
In the Trobate Court of Curry
RUTH ITEMS
at his place of business,
Chautauqua committee and the
4 County, New Mexico.
The Clovis National Bunk of Clovis,
Chautauqua Company provides
In the matter of the estate of New Mexico, within one year fron
"In case it should be impossible to
' the
Rain? Yes, we sure did have rain. Zachariah L. Roy, deceased.
date of the issuance of the aforehold assembly in season above, named Saturday
niht. Wheat and oats are Notice is hereby given that here- said le'ters of administration. You
on account of general epidemics this improving wonderfully
and will make tofore on the second day of May, are further notified that in the evert
agreement shall be held in force for without any
1021, the undersigned was duly ap- said claims are not presented with n
more rain here.
the Chautauqua season next
Miss Jessie Sheridan is spending pointed administrator of the estate the said time in the manner as rethe week-enat the home of her of Zachariah L. Roy, deceased. That quired by law, the said claims will be
Public indoor gatherings of all na
ion the fifth day of May, 1021,
uncle, M. E. Scott, near Grady.
forever barred.
ture arc prohibited for 30 days under
of administration
upon said
Witness my hand this sixth day of
Mr.
E.
Charlie
R.
Sheri
Wall
and
the Mayor's order.
Melrose
estate issued to the underlined.
May, 1021.
on
dan were In Uovis Saturday
All creditors or other persons hav-- I
J. C. NELSON,
school business.
ing or claiming to have any debts or 1 4 tc
Administrator.
The president is going right ahead
Mr. Benton was transferred to the
making decisions without waiting for Grady district.
We regret to lose
the commencement orations to tell him, however, it is much more con 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
huii what to
do- .- Florida
venient for him and we wish him
theun-dersign-

Cad-me-

44444444444444444

F. G. Von Wolff

j

Wall Paper and Paint

d

let-'te-

We do Contracting Work
Rear Farmers State Bank
CUB

success.

'fTl

NOTICE !

Little Mioses Fannie and Alherta
Sheridan visin-- at the R. E. Sheridan home Thursday ni(.'ht.
Misses Mertie and Bertie Chambers
are attending the sp'endid meeting
E1 McPaniol, who operates Ed's Restaurant at
being held at Grady.
Melrose
has taken charge of the Antlers Hotel dinMr. and Mrs. Scarborough were in
ing room and will serve three good meals a day,
Clovis one night last week to see her
family style, at reasonable rates, (live him a trial.
father who is very ill at that place.
Mr. C. D. Moore is reported on the
Serve Fish Every Friday.
sick list.
Chicken Every Sunday.
A family has moved on the place
formerly owned by C. D. Moore. The
writer did not learn their names.
Mrs. Millford and children have returned to their home in Amarillo after a pleasant visit with htr parents
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Roberts.
A. B. Bark ley was a Grady visitor 444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444
i
Saturday.
The Sunshine Club of Ruth met 44444444444444444444444444444444444.AM4.MAJ.J.J.
Wednesday with only one member T
absent and several visitors present.
They decided to meet twice a month,
second and fourth Wednesdays in
each month, If some of the men are
not careful the boys will beat them
raising corn, and then
District C2.

Ed McDanielll

A Small Case Thresher and Tractor
.This is the ideal outfit for the man '
wants to be independent and do
his own threshing, and other belt
fend drawbar work, exactly when he
jvants to, without waiting.
AVe picture a Case
Kerosen
8
TTractor and a Case 20x23 Thresher,
fine tractor will handle all farm
requiring belt power up to ,
ts rated capacity.
plow
It will pull easily a
2 J8 fi fo&ej deep, or. an foot ,

binder, a
grain drill, a
4ion spike tooth harrow, an
double-actio- n
disc barrow or a largo
manure spreader.
For belt and field work, this small
Case Tractor cannot be equalled. A
Case Thresher is equally Buperior.
Case Machinery has been famous for;
76 years.
Let us tell you how yoiTcan decrease the bard work pa your farm,
.with Case machinery,
22-sh-

Xvho

ot

10-1-

--

D. F.

SIIINN, Agent

AT THE NEW STATE AUTO

C O.

irvn

UL

jKEROSENE

FOR

RELIABLE

BASEBALL WILL CUT OUT
CRIME ASSERTS LANDIS
St. Paul, May 28. "We would
need less jails if we had more baseball diamonds in our cities."
Judfce K. M. I.andis, high commissioner of baseball made this statement here late today when at the St.

Association Club's
Paul American
pennant raising. Judge Landis said
there would be less juvenile delinquency if boys had a chance to play
baseball.
"Baseball is clean, if anything in
the world was ever clean," he said.
"Another thing it is going to stay
clean."

i

TRACTORS

13 YEARS

Society at large is a compromise
between the men that.step on the gas
and men that stand at the crossings.
Boston Herald.

RESPECTFUL
REASONABLE
FREE USE OF CHAPEL

PRIVATE AMBULANCE
Magic City Fur. & Undertaking Co.
Day Phone jfil

JOHNSON BROS.
Night Phom 235

THE CLOVIS

Every Inducement
There's every inducement for you to come to
Murray's when you want a good sandwich, a hot cup
of cocoa, a cold drink or a hox of the best candy on
the market.
For Murray has them all, together with the
cleanest place and the best service in town.

LET'S GO TO
Murray's Confectionery
Slaughter Murray, Prop.

NEWS. THURSDAY, JUNE 2, 1921.

Mr. Montgomery and Bulah took a
o:'nch of cattle to Mr. Waltham's
pasture at Puerto the last of the week.
Prof. J. A. Conway and wife left
Cameron Thursday to attend the
summer normal at La Vegas.
Grandma Pierce visited Monday
afternoon with Mr. Isler.
Mrs. M. F. Morrison returned re
cently from a trip to Encino, N. M.

,1.1

.-

There Is profit in building. Otherwise
people would not build. With all prices
high the profit remains. Why wait?

It is our earnest advise that you build now
that you come to us for your estimates.

CAMERON

A piano recital will be given by the
pupil of the Clovm branch of the
Chicago Conservatory of Music, Miss
Orpha M. Appleman, teacher, at the
Presbyterian church, Tueday even
ing. June 7th. at at 8 o'clock.
Some interesting feature will be
introduced and the public i cordially
invited to come and hear thee young

4

4.

moetlncr
Bihn.
rrl. .. N :nn m.
"
"
iliu
ivitrs
K.irnn SnmlllV momilie with R00(1
attendance. The arbor is large and
he weather has been fine so far, and
the attendance good. Sunday was a
buoy day. Rev. Glazure is conducting
the meeting, also Rev. Crawford and
Several
I!..v. Cameron are helner.
took their dinners and spent the day

there Sunday. Everyone has a cordial invitation to attend.
J. A. Atkinson came out from Clo- vis Saturday. His family is tuking a
trip to Arkansas.
Mr. A. W. Cameron, Sr., i spending the summer at I .a Vegas with her
daughter, Mrs. Alice Conway.

Clovis Marble Works

MARBLE AND
GRANITE WORK

J. DWIGHT
West Grand Avenue

The following nroeram will be
rendered :
Piano Duet, "Flying Dove,"
Carl Helm
Dorothea and Myrnice Bradley
Piano, "The Buttercup," W. C. Powell
Maurine Bell
Fearts
Piano, "Blue Bell"
Phylli Phillips
Piano, "Little Curley Head March,"
L. V. Holcombe
.
Dorothea Bradley
Fink
Piano, "Pretty Butterfly,"
Myrnice Bradley
Grobe
Voenl. "Tick. Tock."
Marjorie Brown
Lichner
Piano, "Tulip,"
Lois Blankenship
Piano, Blue Bird Echo Polka,"
Virginia Jones
Ludovlc
Piano, "Convent Bells,"
Dorothy Merritt
Piano, "Egyptian Parade,"
A. L. Brown
Edna Well
Recitation, "A Little Verse."
Virginia LaShler
Bartel
Piano, "Boy in Blue,"
Vernon Sear
Johnson
Piano, "Boy Scouts,"
Lowell Blankenship
Vocal, "Evening Bells,"

J. A. Nichols and family came in
from Wellington, Texas, last week
and are visiting with Mr. Isler, Cleveland Johnston and other relatives.
They came with two team and wagA Mr.
ons, and may locate here.
Brawn and family also came.
Miss Delia Bolding returned Monday from a trip to Encino and Vaughn
where she visited htr brother' claim.
Lawrence Miller had a salo last
week and is intending to move to
Arkansas.
Hazel Isler and son returned Monday from a few week visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Sharp,
at Grandf ield, Okla.
Dallas Johnston, J. H. Helsley, J.
7.. Isler, and others were hnvng to
do some work on their wells this week,
Charlie Ewing is breaking sod with
an eight horse team.
Burchel Baker in working for J.
D. Cameron this week.
J. C. Woods thinks he has water
in hi new well, but they cannot get
the casing down.
at the
Rev. Glazier i stopping
home of J. Z. Isler during the meeting.
A. W. Cameron. Sr. made a business trp to Clevis Saturday.
The farmers are rushing their
planting since the rain of last week.
Tark Woods, Troy Cogdill, and
Reginal Johnston spent Sunday afternoon with the Cameron boy.

Dorothea and Myrnice Bradley
Piano, "Pearl of the Orient," Wall
Gladys N'.chols
Osten
Piano, "Alpine Glow,"
Ruth Walker
Paull
Piano, "Bohemian Girl,"
Evelyn Taylor
LeDuc
Piano, "LaChatelaine."
Helen LaShier
Piano Duct, "Robin's Return,"
Fischer
Elsie Lewis and Rebecca Gibson
Essay, Franz Liszt on the importance
of piano playing.
Gladys Nichols
Piano, 'Constant Devotion," A. Giebel
Elsie Lewi
Piano, "Silver Star Mazurka"
S. Smith
Rebecct Gibson
L. Ganne
Piano, "LaTzigano,"
Elizabeth Downing
Piano, "The Old Cloister Clock,"
Ella Quante
Piano, "Minneiehahn,".iLe Roy Hart
Beatrice Eastham
Vocal, "Swetheart"
Ava Montgomery
Piano, "Return of Spring". Moelling
Verda Clevenger
P.'ano, "111 Trovatore".. Verdi Paul
Avn Montgomery.
Piano, "Staccntto Caprice,".. Vogricli
Katie Sue Buchanan
Piano Duet, "Sounds From the
Merz
Ohio
Misses Eastham and Quante
--

Emma Goldman say she wants tc
come back to the United State and
die. I that a bona fide promise, Emma?

Kansas City Star.

While the "dry" agents ar away
the "wets" will play. Indianapolis
News.

tV.
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A Beautiful Home at Small Cost
This simple inexpensive home presents a most attractive

ex-

terior. Tlie distinctive appearance is pained at no sacrifice of convenience within, and for the average family this home of five good
size rooms and bath is ample.

A brief study of the floor plan of

this charming design will hardly fail to impress you with its
excellence

its well lighted, homey interior.

To fully appreciate the excellence and the special

features of

homes, you should call at our office and
examine our complete service. We will be pleased to have you

this and other

Long-Be- ll

do so.

THE
l.ONG-REL- L

0.

LUMBER

"It Costs No More To Built It Right."
Telephone No. 15
W. B. CRAMER, Mgr.
CLOVIS
NEW MEXICO
"Specify Long-Bel- l
Lumber.'?
Trade-Marke-

3 Tnr
III

d

MEN

I

ha

KITCHEN L.

SHCABlNETlw
Nwi.papr
,

1W21.

Union.)

Weftcrn

b bliiMd with
Life's Symphony-T- o
tnoiigh of tills world's gnudi to be
to look to
I
what
with
liavt,
atltled
Nature for my dally sermoni, to Ood
for my spiritual guidance, to take no
anxious thought for the thlnxa of today, to till eaih duy just as full of
work and piny and hope as It Is possible to crowd Into a duy.

FOOD FOR THE FAMILY.

Mnt

bills may he rwluivt) ly buyk ti
ing t lie (.'lumper cuts,
tlicm
well 1)11(1 MTVllIK llli'lll III
nn atti'Hi'tlve iiumncr.,
Steak Stew. Take one
tli tit Hlk-f gix)ti rounO
wolglilti
one
itenk,
pound.
Slice two Inrge
onion
and put Into a
ls
Katiccpnn wltli two

of iweet fut,
for two or three
minute nud wiieu very
hot add the steak ; cook
until brown on both sides. To the
Btcuk add the water from a quart of
f
mini!, cooked onions; add

The Curry County Chapter of the
American Red Cross want to tee you
if you are in need of hospital carfl,
vocational training or compensation
from the government. Office hours.
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovis News Office.

DON'T FORGET.
That we are headqunrters for d.
kinds of field and garden seeds.
Just in a fine lot a early scecj1
potatoes, Texas Red rust proof oats
that have been recleaned, home grosrsi
Iowa Silver Mine seed corn.
Chick and chicken feed. Expect a.
supply of oyster shell, grit and cJtar

Try a Clovis News Classified Ad. coal.
THE VH.L H. PATISOX SEED COi
Try them and be convinced.
Old Mexico

TEXAS WONDER

Commission

Hutra.

E.
for kidney and bladder troubles, gravel, weak and lunie back, rheumatism
Dray and Transfer-Scavenge- r
and irregularities of the kidneyt and
bladd .r in both men and women. If
Manlot sold by your druggist will be sent
Clean-uand Trash Hauling
oy mail on receipt of $1.26. One
imall bottle often cures. Send for Quick Service and Treat You Right
worn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Ha'.V,
CLOVIS, N. M.
2926 OlWe it.. St. Louii, Mo. Sold
by druggist.
Phone 2ft
D. JENKINS1,

p

cook
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SAFE

SENSIBLE
A bank whose steady growth could only be

attributed to its

sensible and safe methods of banking.

SECURE

SOUND
Strong as the Strongest

The Citizen's Bank of Clovis
C0)

h
vl'-v-

artist.

Clovis, New Mexico

NEWS

.V..

RECITAL

LONE STAR LUMBER CO.
Telephone 23

,r.

Wi
.
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The man who waits for building material demand to slacken, for prices to recede, will lose much
in profits and possibly pay even more in the end.

-

"THE FARMERS FRIEND"

one dlct'd
dozen miHtiirtlum
Rwet't peppi-r- , pepper and wilt to tuste.
Tlilckcn
the nuce with two
of flour and the mime of butter, blended and molted, two
of iiiiiMirooiiu; (the dry one
pouked nuiy be used) and the nunc of
tomato catsup. Let the whole simmer,
with dumplings or buk-Ilithen
powder biscuit, pbiciiiK llie cmiked
the blsctik.
niiloiis between
Sene
very hot. With this amount of steak
a dish will be greatly extended by the
vegetable
and dumpling.
Hamburg 8teak 8avoy. l'ut round
addsteak through tlie meat-grindeing a slice of salt pork ; fom lightly
Into cake, flat and thin; dip In flour.
Fry thinly cut bacon until crlrp and
brown, remove to a platter and keep
hot Pour off tome of th fat In the
remainder, saute the steak balls, season and place In the center of the
plotter. Tour a cupful of tomato sauce
Into the frying pnn, stir to blend with
the remaining fat, and when very hot,
pour around the bulla.. Oumlsh with
the curly bacon and parsley.
Hocks and ham ends make a most
substantial dish. Cook the hocks for
an hour or more, then add such vegetables as carrots, cabbage, turnips and
pnrstillis, with a few potatoes. Serve
ns a boiled dinner,. The hnm ends
tuny be boiled, a few slices used, or a
slice to fry or broil, then the rest
hulled, served, sliced or minced, and
iiseii In various dishes, as sandwich.
filling anil In creifm sntice,

New Clasiified Ad

briv? results.

imsm
j
Every article we offer, every price we quote, is
designed to win your permanent trade.
We would not allow one deal oven to be unsatisfactory to you.
Our attitude is governed solely by pood business
judgment but you profit by it you get only
Trade Winning Values at This Store.
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FARM BUREAUM EXECUTIVE
COMMITTEE HOLDS MEETING
scarcely believv they were not eating

un,

vuiimy
fcvery memoer 01 me
chicken
Exi'cutive Committee was present at
The work done by the ladies with
the meeting May 31st anO irreat inter- the pressure cooker and the great adest was shown in discussing many vantage and saving accomplished
projects of interest to the organiza- through the dress form is demon

tion. Quite a few members of the
Farm Bureau from the community organizations met with the executive
committee at this meeting.
A pressure cooker dinner was serv- cd by the ladies of the Farm Bureau
at the noon hour and was relished by
In preparing this dinner it was
demonstrated that the old rooster will
make as good meat as young chicken
wh"n properly cooked. With the pres.
ure cooker the old roosters were
cooked really tender in forty minutes
time. The ones who dined could

strating the important part the
Bureau.

Mrs. S. J. Wright, executive com- mitteewoman on home improvement,
had charge of the pressure cooker
l.
demonstration and Farm Bureau
n(.r. She has done some fine work on
the home improvement projects in the
Curry County Farm Bureau.
Minutes of the Meeting,
The executive board of the Curry
County Farm Bureau met at the
Court House at Clovis, New Mexico,
din-al-
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iALLACERElD

at the Ly- It's a man's

which will be shown

ceum Saturday night.
and one that will please every
admirer of the athletic star. The
scenes of the story arc laid in the
Rocky mountains and many of tin m
are highly thrilling.
The picture is a adaption of Frank

f

VT

-

"

Jfr'

WALLACE REID IN
"THE LOVE SPECIAL"
Wallace Reid appears at his best in
his latest production, "The Love Spe- -

I

'

,

'

"

wo-

men should have in the coui.ty Farm

j

H. Spearman's railroad story, "The
Daughter of a Magnate," and carries
the
a delightful romance between
young construction engineer and the
daughter of the president of the
road. And there is a big surprise at
the end, with plenty of thrills sprinkl-picturlM throughout
the story. Agnes Ayres
playes the daughter and Theodore
Roberts is president of the road. You
will certainly enjoy this production
at the Lyceum Saturday night.

rail-cial- ,"

e,

at 11:30 o'clock Tuesday, May 31st,
1921.

The question of wages for farm
hands was discussed hnd It was decided that $2.50 per day for single
hands and if 3.00 per day for a man
and team would be a fair rate, and it
was agreed that the wages for a
stacker shuuld be left to be decided
between the two contracting parties.
One dollar per acre for heading was
considered a reasonable price where
the ground is comparatively smooth.
As to the price of threshing, 10c per
bushel for dependent outfits and 14c
for independent ones was thought by
all members present to be just to both
the threshermen and the farmer.
A motion was made and seconded
to hold an election of officers and
was carried without a dissenting vote.
It was moved and seconded that a
nominating committee be appointed
to nominate candidates for the offices
of the Curry County Farm Bureau,
the names of the nominees to be sent
each member of the organization by
mail, he to mail back to the county
agent his choice of candidates. The
two men r'eceivlng the highest number
of votes for each office will then be
voted on by a second ballot and those
receiving the highest vote will be declared elected.
The list of the names of all members of the county organization was
read and the following men were
nominated:
For President.
Will H. Tattison, Clovis; J. A. Wallace, Clovis; J. W. Matthews, Texico;
J. A. Smith, Texico.
For Vice President
Geo. W. Brownell, St. Vrnin; Geo.
W. Boyle, Melrose; Ernest Wither-spooBellview; A. J. Conley, Melrose.
For Secretary-TreasurA. L. Dickey, Clovis; Mrs. S. J.
Wright. Texico; J. H. Kays, Texico;
Chas. Bieler, Clovis.
For Executive Committee
Wilson Davis, Pleasant Hill; Jno.
F. Smithson, Grady; J. W. Manning.
Hollene; Robert Hall, Bellview; J. E.
Brunk, Ranchvalc; Clayton Reed, Clovis; M. D. Alexander, Grady; H. G.
Arnold, Melrose; Geo. Watson, Clovis; R. A. Carter, Grady.
It was then voted to close the nominations.
Mr. Manson, Mr. Byrne and Mr.
Hollinger were elected to count the
ballots on Wednesday afternoon, June
8th.
It was then voted to adjourn.
Geo. W. Brownell, Act. Sec.

..Furniture of Distinction..

Attention, Farmers

We understand that the news has been
circulated that we were closing our office in
Clovis, and that we were not going to be on
the market to buy broom corn this year.
For your information, we have never had
any intention of closing our office or not
buying broom corn in Eastern N. M., and
the Texas Plains, as wo have for the past
12 years, so do not let any misleading statements hinder you from planting Broom
Corn as you may rest assured of a ready
market at the market prices, quality considered, as you have always received in the

past.
Yours very truly,

6

A, L, GURLEY BROOM CORN COMPANY
CLOVIS, N.M.

per annum from date until paid, the
payment of which said note was assumed by said defendants.
To foreclose a certain mortgage
executed by the said C. J. Hurford
and Cora Hurford, his wife, conveying the following described real estate
situate in Curry County, New Mex-icto secure said note,
The
SE U of Section 17, in Twp. 3. N.,
Range 25, E.

NOTICE OF SUIT

To the defendants, W. F. Faulk and
Nora Faulk :
You will hereby take notice that a
suit has been filed and is now pending
in the District Court of Curry County,
New Mexico, in w hich H. G. Spring-- ;
field and C. F. Wells are plaintiffs,
and in which you the said W. F. Faulk
and Nora raulk, his wife, together,
with R. L. Thomas, L. M. Wood andj
(k,fen(Inntg
T n,C()ver
rom
!
J. F. Sellers, are defendants,
the sum of $30.00 paid by plaintiffs
cause being numbered 17S7 on the t0 COVt.r n ln!itallmei)t of principal
Civil Docket of said Court.
jan(, i)tm.st (,ue
ccl.u;n mort.
You will further ta!;e notice that gage given by L. B. Maxey and Bessie
the objects of said suit as sti.ted in Maxey, his wife, to the Federal Land
the first eau?e of act'on, are as fol- - Bunk of Wichita, Kansas, conveying
lows
To recover judgment against said real estate, the payment of which
said defendants
in the sum
of snid amount was assumed by said de81,007.50 and the further sum of fendants.
attorney
as
fee
$160.75
That Patton & Hatch, whose post
andj
costs of suit on account of a certain! office and business address is Clovis,
prommissory note executed by C. J.! New Mexico, are attorneys for
Hurford and Cora Hurford on the
11th day of September, 1920, for thej
You will further take notice that
(g) sum of $1500.00 payable to the order unless you enter your appearance In
gj of said plaintiffs, due on or before said suit, or plead or answer therein,
)g( the 11th day of March, 1921, bearing on or before the 14th day of July,
(g) Interest at. the rate of ten per cent(1921, judgment hy default will be
t:

Furniture

Trunks
Traveling
Bags
and
Suit

of all
Kinds;
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Whether it is the choicest living room set, or the 'simplest
and at
kitchen furniture tlmt you want, you will find it here
THE RK HIT PRICE.

'

(SEAL)

DANIEL BOONE,
County Clerk.

The Dallas News says the people in
many parts of north Texas are sleeping in Sturm cellars these nights for
fear of cyrlones. How we do sympathize with the people who live down
in the state.
The bollwevils eat up
their cotton, the green bugs devour
their wheat, the hot winds burn their
corn, the chiggers, ticks and mosqui-to- s
gnaw on their anatomies, the sizzling weather of summer causes them
to think they are in hades, and the cyclones of the spring scars them half
to death. They should come to the
plains where life Is so much more
pleasant. Plain view News.
Try a Classified Ad for results.
Try them phone 97.

TIRES COST HALF
WHAT THEY USE TO-M- ILE

FOR MILE

That's a pleasant fact to remember. Since 191.) Miilcr experts have more than doubled their average tire mileag- e- and cut
the cost per mile in two.
Hundreds of methods for adding wileacv arc tested. Twice a
year, on the average, some new Treat improvement is accomplished. The laboratory expense for
work is sj5,000 monthly.
Men came to Miilcr tires slowly. Jlut one by one users found
them out. Then the demand came like a flood." In the nast fivp
years the demand for Millers has multiplied twenty-fold- .
It has
doubled in the past twelve months.
You should learn what Millers mean to you. Make a test
a comparison. Do what large us is do. Then let the records tell
,
you which tire excells.

We invite you to cmne in and inspect our complete stock of
new and second hand goods.

no

1921.

:

We j.uai'iuilee the furniture we sell and our word stands
back of every piece of furniture that goes out of our store.

Remember, we appreciate your business
small yotir purchase.

rendered against you in the sum h"i
inbefore named, and said mortV
and lien will be foreclosed, and
will apply to the court fur the
relief prayed for in said compliant.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said court, this the 1st day of June,

matter bow
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MILLER

Crook & Son

NEW AND SECOND HAND FURNITURE
South Main Street
Clovis, N. M.
Luikart's Old Stand

GEARED-TO-THf-

!

ROAD

ELECTRIC FILLING STATION
CLOVIS, N. M.

PHONE 64
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I'll bind myself to that which, one
being right will nut be leu right when
shrink (ram It. Klnmiey.

1

HOW MUCH FOOD SHALL WE EATT

STYLjSHFROCXS
Women's Clothes Are Being Selected With More Discrimination, Fashion Writer Says.

It Is safe enough to stute that the
average adult euta at least
mure food thuo he needi JACKET AND SHORT BQXCOAT
and Is able to assimilate.
The ptcphm of toad over- Garments Art Newest Not In Llttlt
taxes the digestive or
Looking
SuiU Worn
II U gans and Is thrown oil Frtnchy
Under the Longer Fur or
In u.nnta
atnru.1 nn tia
Topcoats.
excess fat. Fletcher says
If we tnustlcate our food
There may be a buying strike, but
twice or three times as
long as we do we would there la no dressing strike, observes a
eat less, be full; satis New York fashion correspondent. The
fied, feel much more com- more one goes about Id social circles
fortable and eliminate a large per the mure Is one Impressed by the great
cent of Illnesses. Such a treatment Dumber of beautiful frocks that are
costs nothing to try, but a little perse- being worn. Everywhere Is seen evidence of the fact that Just now womverance and
We know that there are four things en's clothes lire being selected with
that the food which we eat Is to do more discrimination, with a keener
for us : To generate heat, to keep the eye for the elements of style, than
body warm, to rebuild and repair Its
wuste .tissues, to store up reserte energy for Illness or emergency work,
and to produce energy to enable us
to wulk uiid do ull kinds of physical
and mentul work. Hard, menial labor
or hurd physical labor uses up more
food tluin the Inactive body, but even
that needs food to keep It in working
order.
A culorle Is a mrasure of heat or
energy which u certain uniounl of
food yields when burned In the body.
JuhI us so much gus per cubic foot
produces a certain heat or light, so
too a deilnlte amount of food gives
off so much heat uiid energy measured
in calories when we bum it in our
bodies.
An active adult needs from
three thousand to three thousand
even hundred culorles per day to
cover nil the body needs. Just accept
s
this as we do that It takes two
of many things to make a
Science helps us In tlndlng
pound.
the calorie value of various kinds of
food by giving us the hundred culorle
For
portions of common dishes.
one small baked apple without
sugar yields one hundred calories,
grape fruit
a medium-sizeoue-tblr- d

f HI

cup-ful-

one-ha-

yields the siinie, also a Innte banana,
three prunes with a tilhlespoonful of
inch
the Juice; two sIIcch,
thick of bread equal the same; one
tuhlespminfiil of butter, one cupful of
cooked cereal, one tnhlesxionfill of
cupful of whole milk
sugnr. one-hacupful of thin cream,
and
cupful.
cocoa, one-hal- f

Importers,
exporters, travelers
6nip and sail under

the Stars and Stripes
today few
THERE are
the world of
importance to shippers or
travelers, which cannot be
reached by ships that sail
under the Stars and Stripes.
President Hardin has
said that, "We cannot sell
successfully where we do
not carry". The American
Merchant Marine that once
almost vanished is again an
established and important
carrier of the world's commerce.
You can ship or sail anywhere in American ships
designed for utmost comfort and safety.
Operators of Pnsservr
Servlcct
Admiral Line. 17 Sun Street, New
York, N V.

Matron Navljadon Company, J6

bo. Cay Street. Baltimore, Md.
Ship Line. 82 beaver
Nt-Stn-etWk, N I.
New York and Porto Rico S. 8. Co.,
II UriMilway, New York, N. Y.
Pacific Mall S. S. Co., 4 Qraadway,
New York, N. Y.
U. S. Mail 8. S. Co., 45 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
Ward Llna, (New York ami Cuha Mall
S. S. Co) Font ol Wall Street,
New York. N. Y.

Munann,

Fret list of
Shipping Board films
Ilea ol Shiprinf Board motion picture
filme, lour reeU, Irec on requeat ol any
, pernor, pmtmaiter, or or genima- picture
tal .... A rcat educational
ol ehipa and the lea. Write lor InformInformation
Laue,
Direttnr
ation toH
Bureau, Bonrn til. HI" "F" Street,
N. W., Waehinfton, D. C

IHIM FOR SALE
rMarai eaM
(Te
Steal etearaere. botk oil and eoal
kernere. AIM wood Meeaen. wood
ball! and oeeaa(oia lull. Farther
talaeataiiea obteiaed by reOMM.

4aria

'

For sailings ofpassenger
and freight ships to ell

parts of the world andail
other information, write
to any of the above lines
or to the
U. S. Shipping Board
,

WASHINGTON) D. C.
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and extremely effective way of using
gown of
trimming ou the
all black.
The lremet4modcl Is one of those
Inliiiltuble combinations of satin and
lace for which the French coutourler la
famous. It hi,s become quite a fashion
to dye the lnce to mutch the sutin exactly in tone and this combination of
materials promises to be one of the
best for the coming season. In this
Instance the color Is tete de negro, a
tone very much appreciated by the
French woman, who always approve
of keeping ber dressing low In tone.
efe
The hut carries out the
fect, being nmde of a piece of the
same lace that adorns the gown Itself.
The brown feather droops on one side
brim, giving an
over the turned-bucInteresting new turn, fulling to the
shoulder In spite of the fact that the
line of the hat starts out tn an entirely different direction.
The most of the new clothes being
worn right here In America are those
which are budding forth under the
warm skies of the sunny South,
activities tight
though the
here In New Tork brought to light
some very Interesting type of gowns
which Indicates for the season to
come which way the styles are tending. These are some of them :
Coolie Jacket and Short Boxcoat
Hie coolie Jacket und the short
are the newest In the little
Frenchy looking suits that are worn
so much Just now under the longer fur (g)
or topcoats. Tills I n very smart way
of dressing for the street nnd particuOf course, the cuslarly
tom Is designed for weather that Is
more wintry than that to which we
have been treated thus far, hut It Is
done none the less nnd for those who
motor the extra warmth and covering
are very much needed. There Is one
little coolie Jncket dren made of a
duvetyn nnd trimmed with
Interesting Insets of cotton applique
In many varying colors all massed together. There are loose cuffs of this
under still looser sleeves, there Is an
MiHtuiidlne collar, there Is a sort of
waistcoat effect, anil there Is an i
regular bund around the bottom of the
skirt, not to mention little pocket
trimmings nnd a sush tied directly In
the bock and swinging loose In the
breeze from under the looseness of
the coat.
Another little coolie Jacket reaching
to the waistline Is made of dnrk green
ever-popul-

n
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The News is equipped to handle your printing of all kinds in an economical manner.
A battery of four job presses enables us to
handle your printing as it should be.
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duvetyn or wool velours, something
that Is woolly nnd of extreme softness. With this Is worn a white skirt
cut In loosely hanging panels, each
one of which Is hound In the green of
the Jacket. Still- - unother suit of this
type hiis a Jacket that mysteriously
turns Into a cape ns It swings away
behind. The enpe Is of black velours
lined with crepe In a bright color and
the tlrevs that Is worn with It Is mnde
also of the crepe that makes the
Rich Blsck 8atin Evening Gown.
lining.
has been applied to their choice for
Sport Suits on 8me Principle.
some decudes pant.
Women are at
Some of the little sport suits that
last putting their minds nn thelt are being taken to the South are built
clothes and are refusing to buy "Just no this very principle. It Is the blight
anything."
Idea of the moment to make the short,
Cun that be called a buying strike! little boxcoat of some bright color and
Not at all I It portends only good for then to have a skirt of white. One of
everybody concerned, nnd the only trythe smart dressmakers has a suit of
ing period Is this one of transition this character with Its little, Jaunty
from the days when women bought ns Jacket tnntle from a piece of velours
though they were heavily blindfolded,
that Is raspberry tn tone, striped with
following wild fushlon'dlctMes, to the
day when they will buy their clothes
on Int illlitenily as they now buy their
household furnishings,
One of the highest designers and
merchants In New York was Interviewed the other day ns he was tearing for Purls. He was usked the age- old question: "What will the wouvn
wear next season?" Then came his
rather Insurgent answer, for this it
hn:-for a dressmaker to admit "The
women of America are choosing their
own gowns according to their own Individualities. They will no longer con
sent to be governed by arbitrary style
mandates," etc.
Styles may come and styles may go;
the directoire may be suggested and
e
dross may be threatened
the
with oblivion, but It does look as
though the women of today have become wholly Qositlve on the subject of
dress and as tlwugh they are going to
wear what they like. This being the
case, then the dressing that one sees
Id smart plnces becomes more Inspiriting, ns a general thing, than It wns
during former seasons. It Is refreshing to see a woman quite correctly
nnd at the same time really suitably
of that
gowned. An accomplishment
sort Is something nrtlstle nnd worthy
of notice In Itself. And the whole Idea
makes fashion a more enticingly Interesting game than ever It was before,
for It opens the avenues of Individual
expression and the woman who Is once
lilt by the Idea becomes an enthusiast
from then on. On this basis clothe
cannot be a bore In any sense of the
word and a thorough knowledge of
their nw.keup nnd construction ran
Combination of Satin and Lace.
only help to speed any woman on hei
way of artistic understanding and ap- tiny pin stripe of white, There Is a
rolled collar of white broadcloth, and
preciation.
the skirt the tight, narrow and short
Among Latest Creations.
Two French gowns displayed recent- skirtIs made of white broadcloth,
ly are among the latest creations by too. A white felt bat, turning up all
two of the most popular and accom- the way round, Is designed for wear
plished of the French designers. Their with this combination suit, and the
Idea la to wear white sport shoes with
big Idea seems to be to keep the waistline long, at least so the cable report white woolen stocking finely woven.
Another of these newer sport suit
are saying. In this draped model the
has a Mule boxcont of blue duvetyn
waistline Is elongated considerably,
and the whole effect of the gown Is as foundnt.on. This Is embroidered all
elongated as It can be made. Sketched over It surface with black embroideran Irregular pattern.
ing, forming
by nn nctrst in l'nrls, and one accusThen It Is bound all the way around
tomed to sl.estelilng for French mngn-iliiefront along
at the single-breastethe drawing show plainly how
the French are stretching out the the lower edge with a black patent
black patleather binding. There I
lines of their skirts, while as yet w
ent leather hat for the outfit nnd a
are keeping ours much shorter.
whlto velours skirt And the whole It
On either side of this Madeleine
gown there la a point of heavily Just ns effective as It enn be, forming
wrought bendwork done In silver and a distinct relief from tht all tot tagold and block, It 1 an entirely new rt re sport attlrt.

Automatic Feeder
The News has the only automatically fed
This
job press in Eastern New Mexico.
makes it possible for us to handle long runs
You do not have to send your
profitably.
big order of Printing away to get service or
price.

Job Printing Department
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Boys' and Girls' f

Summer Is Here!
Do away with the hot,

9.,

()

Co)

Club Corner

I

By Mrs. Edna Hume Durand
County Club Leader

$i

Keep an Eye on Your Eyes

dreary toil of washday.
B and G Club

Lot us help you lighten your house cleaning by
laundering your draperies, blankets, comforts and

Good Eyesight is Priceless

It takes a little courage
And a little self control
And some grim determination
If you want to win the goal.

bedding.

It takes a deal of Btriving
And a stern and firm act chin

the most sensible way. It saves you time
and worry. It costs you very little.

It's

No mutter what the battle

If we're really out to win.
Ohio F. B. Monthly.
The Havener group were all at
tending singing last week but there
was time for a bit of a club meeting
anyway.
Both leaders, Mrs. Winn
and Mr. Horn, were out.
The threatening aky prevented the
attendance of many of the Moye
group at the Friday meeting. Ronald
and Dick Douglas and Paul Bradshaw
were present from the Hill McDaniel
district. The last day in this Month
is set as time for the next meeting.
Every nienfber should make an effort
to be there wit hhis record book so
that mistakes may be corrected.

The Clovis Steam Laundry
PHONE 48

T

Golden

Rule Produce

they need glasses or not.

The family that raises the living at
home has small cause to worry about
the price of groceries.

t

,

Those who are at all in doubt should consult with us
personally on this vital subject and will be truthfully told whether
fortunate.

4

Go. i

W. R. HAWKINS, Mgr.

Those who have good eyesight are exceedingly well blessed.
Those properly supplied with correctly fitted glasses are nearly as

Every boy in the county will be
PHONE 194 FOR AN APPOINTMENT
interested in knowing Just what the
International Club Judging Conteht
is. Any of the American Union, inPrompt service at all times.
sular possessions, provinces of Canacountries and
Bring your produce to us. We pay market prices. 2 da, South American
foreign nations are eligible to enter
teams.
"
The International Club Camp and
Next Door to Austin & Co. Store'
Judging Contest is a permanent feature of the Southeastern Fair, AtClovis, N. M.
lanta, Georgia.
The prizes are as follows:
1st. Free trip to the English Royal
Stock Show for the following:
Live
I
Try a C'ovis Nown Clnuificd Ad. Highest scoring team of three; State
if aesthetic dune
We often worn!
ine would still be as popular if the'.
Leader in charge of the work repre
by the winning team; County
danscuse wore a mackintosh and arc
PILLS sented
CHICHESTER
Club Leader represented by the high
tic. Searcy, Ark., Citizen.
WHERE THE BEST EYE GLASSES ARE MADE
est scoring individual contestant; and
( FXA
jj&rk Fin i Haled H Uo1
Washington Club Official whose ter- In Lyceum Theatre Building
tuvr
""
V
"ZSi n
itory is represented by winning team,
graven
Dr. W. M. Lancaster
C. E. Worrell, Registered Optometrist
BKANU flLLH, frt lift
2nd. $300 to second highest scor
mm known u nest S&fMt, Al y
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
w
ing team of three.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Clovia, New Moxiio
3rd. $200 to third highest scor
Office Over Mandull's
ing team of three.
Phone No. 157
In addition a gold medal will be
awarded to each of the three club
members making up the winning and Miss Ethel Bell has charge of the Literary last Saturday night, so cided to meet twice a month now.
we will have it in another two weeks, The neft.mcitim'it will In. tli Kl k utwl
team, and to the highest scoring con. the girl's work,
THOMAS W. JONES
f it doesn't come another rain about 20th of June.
tcstant.
Veterinarian
It was in this contest that the Tex
Never come to a meeting without that time.
Peter Pan.
200 West Otero Street
as team won first this year and gained your record book. Form the habit.
Mr. G. M. Rierson's brother from
Clovis, N. M.
Thone 45
England shouldn't' wor.y about her
the trip to England.
Bellview came out to visit him the lat
threatened coal strike the Irish will
Mr. R. E. Davidson, Fa:rfield boys' ter part of the week.
The extract from a letter writ- leader, was in town Saturday.
Quite a few attended the Commis keep her in hot water ail summer.
of the
ten by the senior partner
niect.ng at uovm last a.ur- sioners
Westenield
B.
Dr. J.
If Lenine and Trotxky have fallen
Blacksmithing
Oak Farm where the Curry
be on time lay in behalf of consolidated schools
must
Spreading
members
Bellview
General
Surgeon
Physician and
poor old Russia may get n look in.
out
their
buy
Miss
girls
and
Saturday.
boys
meeting
County
of
consolidation.
the
which
went
in
favor
for
Office 110'.j N. Main St.
d
Cincinnati Knipiirer.
Cylinders
gives an insight into the sunny Aurvil Rose, chairman, will call the
calves
2(50
Cozby
G.
Ron.
H.
helped
Lewis
Hoyt
231.
Office Phone
side of dairying:
house to order nromntly at one doctor his jitney last week.
"We realize that money conditions ('clock. Be there to answer roll call
Hoyt Lewis helped S. S. Allcom
Satisfaction Guaranteed
are possibly at their worst And we
with his well last week.
are all looking forward to a big Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
Quite a few met at the grave yard
DR. L. M. BIGGS
tliey cann .t n :.ni
Monty burli without question
change soon. However, we have not oy loral uiipilcutioni, nt lit,
Monday to decoiate the graves.
Veterinary Surgeon
t;.r. 'I'll, rtpurti'ii rl
the
If HUNT'S OU AR ANTKKD
noticed it as much as the cotton or only n way to cuiv ruitnh;il d aft., u
I nndis and
RKMRUIES
Mr. Mullins
SKIN UISKASB
Walter
Phone 331
.uil.,it:tl
r.
by
a
la
coniti
and 'hat
(Hunt'aSolvaand Soap), fall In
cow
wttn
grower,
tne
uairy
for
grain
cajad vy an
Oturrhul L'tafiiisi
dllt d on Hoyt Lewis and family Sun
Clovis, New Mexico
tha treatment of Itch. Ruserna,
'
of tuv muoi'H
llnlna
condition
coming
Ringworm, Tcttur or other Itchwe have 'a fairly good check
lb Knaiachian Tube. Whn thin ml", m day night.
ing akin dUeaoet. Try till
r
yon have a rumt'tit.tf I
in every month. Even at the pres- Infinnud btarllig.
tfeauaant at uur rtik.
The club boys and gHs have de- and
hm It ifl cnnr. ,:
l
cows
I'nlc
milk
our
iho
ru.ult.
clcimd. Drum!!
ti t..
ent low price of
bo reduced ftnd tl .a tul r
Burton & Boydstun, Props brought in over $20.00 apiece clear Inilamipatlonto !(can normal
con'ltu.-n-,
Ij.nrinr
WALTER W.MAYES
Mr,ny
bt. dtttroytd fcrcvor
cmki f.1
'
money last month on silage, hay and win
denfn.aa aro cauafd by caurrh. wr.tch if
ATTORN
313 West Otero
mucoua
ct
condition
an
tbf
Innam.d
grain."
Practices in all courts
Hall'i Catarrh M.dlcinr ncti tint
of Ihi
Doesn't that make calf club work '.ho blood on tha rr.uccua
Clovii, N. M.
wit..
Hundn d Tollara f. '
Wa wilt (trt On
sound interesting?
A

We pay cash for all

Poultry, Egg3 and Cream. J
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The Optical Shop
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Disc Rolling

Lathe Work
Re-Bore-
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Kentucky Iron Works
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OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acute
and chrcnlc. Officei n building
on corner north of Fire Station.
Res. 390.
Office phone 383.
Clovis,

New Mexico.

4
S

J. WRIGHT
Chiropractor

Bank
Over Farmers
Hours 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Thone 310
St-tt-

n

a

CHIROPRACTOR

113tt South Main Street

e

V

Eye, Ear, Noee and Throt,
of Roswell, N. M., will be in Clo-is at the Baptist Hospital from
v. if, the fith of ench month.
w

w
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OLAGK-DRAUGI- IT

a

u
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a

lor Indigestion and atomaea
trouble of any kind. I hava
never found anything that
touches the spot, like
I take tt In broken
doses after meals. For a long
time I tried pills, which griped and didn't give the good
liver
results.
medicine Is easy to take, euy
Inexpensive."
keep,
to
(let a package from your
drtiKglst today Ask for and
Insist upon Tnedford'fc the
only genuine.
Get It today.
Black-Draug-

Black-Draug-

Phone 101

DR. T. E. PRESLEY

Many

n
n

n

DR. C. O. WARRINER

n

otherwise
vigorous and healthy, are
with
bothered occasionally
Indigestion. The effects of a
disordered stomach on the
system are dangerous, and
prompt treatment of Indication Is Important. "The only
has
I huvo needed
El medicine
been something to aid dlfiefr
the llvor,"
tloo and clean
writes Mr. Fred Ashby, a
Texas,
McKinney,
farmer.
"My medicine is

Dr. C. L. McClellan
Physician and Surgeon
Office Over Mandell's
Residence, 914 N. Main St.
CLOVIS, N. M.

uu
Indigestion u

u
n
n

a

n
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a
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a
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a
a

a

arni

ny caat of catarrhal D
that cannot
rurrd by Hall'a Catarrh Mrdlclna, Clr
culara free. All Iriiialat. "tc.
CO.. Toltdo. O.
F. J. CHENEY
b

Kincy Harris, of the Bellview group
has ordered a calf from the Spreading
Try a Clnvis News Classified Ad
Oak farm which is to arrive the last
Try them and be convinced.
of the week.
Annette Baintim is placing her order for one also.
FAIRFIELD FACTS
If there are others contemplating
A
seshould
they
JrojVct
joining this
0'ir Sunday school was rather cu
cure a caif club contract immediately.
ihort last Sunday on account of th
u
One of the best ways of paying for s inrine convention at rmwvu
I,,, n nh fur those who did conio and
your pressure cooker would be tt
Do you fill in the blank.
plan to can the rooster.
Remember the Sunday school at
know that you can cook an old rooster
and singing at 8 o'clock.
2
:30
yoang
good
as
as
"just
is
it
so that
Club
Fairfield Agricultural
The
have
you
chicken" in forty minutes if
aguin next Friday evening.
a. cooker? Then pack the choicest will meet
Another good rain fell here Saturpieces of light and dark meat in a
night.
day
pint jar, fill with the liquer in which
of the folks of this communiSome
process
thirty
and
cooked
was
lor
it
on a tour to see their wheat
went
ty
founminutes and you will have the
Sunday morndation for a delightful company din- crops north of Clovis
good prospect for ar.
a
found
and
ing
ner.
wheat compared
Use the left over for a good noodle abundance of spring
expected.
soup and that one iowi nas suppnea with what they had
Rev. Newton Talley of Albuquer
two excellent meals.
que and family with Rev. Mickey of
Rhubarb is one fruit that most of rinvla were callert at tne Boone
our Curry County gardens furnish In home Monday evening.
an abundance. Take particular pains
to pack as tightly after blanching and
cold dipping (1 to 3 minutes); then
WEST CHAPEL SAYINGS
process in hot water bath, if you do
minnot have a pressure cooler, 24
4
utes.
rinntins row stuff is the order of
the day now. Farmers are feelins
The Ranchvale club nad a gen- good over the recent rains and we art
eral meeting on June 1st. Mr. Arthur nretty sure of i wheat crop now.
Th weather was too bad to have
Reid is leader for the boys this year

J. R. DENHOF

REGISTERED OPTOMETRIST
15 Years Experience

Ljillt'M.

i

1

J jt I II

It.

All Work (Miiinuiti'cil

t

DENHOF JEWELRY COMPANY

X

Dodge Brothers Cars
Traffic Trucks
Waterloo Boy Tractors

Skarda Motor Co.
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EVERYBODY SEES A

i

CHANGE IN FATHER
GRATEFUL SON SAYS HIS FATH-- I
ER LOOKS LIKE DIFFERENT
MAN SINCE TAKING TANLAC!
My father has suffered
from
ti. ionic stomach trouble for over
twenty years and has paid out thousands of dollars for medicines and
doctors," said G. W. Slnyton, a well
known Cobb County farmer, living a
fliort dixtnnce out of Atlanta, Ga.
"We tried nearly everything trying to cure him and he went off to
the Springs, thinking the water might
help him but It J'.st looked like nothing would reach his trouble. Then he
tried dieting and lived on liquid food
until he almost starved, but even that
failed to do him good and he Just
kept going from bad to worse.
"I don't guess there ever was a
ense as stubborn as his and tf there
ever was a confirmed dyspeptic, he
was one of them and I guess he would
have been one yet if it hadn't been
for this Tanlac.
"The first we heard of this medicine was when my father saw an ads
vertisement in the papers from
he knew in Tennessee, who were
friends of his and he knew whnt they
raid about it was the truth so he got
it right away and begun taking it.
Well, sir. it acted just like magic
Ufct. iff
everybody noted th? change in Father
Why, he is just Hks a different nmn
and sits down to the table and eats
like a farm hand. Only yesterday he
ate pork and turnips for his dinner
and ate so much we were actually
the
afraid he was going to over-dthing but ho laughed and said nothing
hurt him now and that he wns hungry
and expected to eat and make up for
lost time,
"N!tL' ti'Vir.n o mrwliplnn will An
things
like that I think people ought
industry
in
flower
The
artificial
YOU
KNOW?
DO
England furnishes employment, for to know about it and I want to say
not give one
j tritrht now that I would
Safety pins wore in use 3,000 years more than 10,000 persons.
for
the other
all
Tanlac
of
lttle
Before Paris became the Mistress
ngo.
j medicine
and health resorts in the
gave
fashions
to
Milan
tho
Modes,
of
Barbers who shave dogs ara numer(Adv.)
the world; hence the name "milliner." country put together."
ous in Paris.
The world's richest ruby mine, in
Most men are quick to embrace
It requires seventy people to make Burma, is known to have been in optheir opportunities, especially if they
n machine mude shoe.
eration more than two centuries.
are young and pretty.
The world uses nearly two billion
The fastest trip around the world,
lead pir.cils each year.
days, twenty-on- e
consuming thirty-fiv- e
Trouble is about the only thing the
The average human being consumes
minutes, was present generation is willing to surhours and thirty-si- x
2G7 cubic feet of air every twenty-fou- r made by John Henry Meats in 1013.
render without a price.
hours.
Wind has no effect upon the ther,
The extent of Canada's sea const is mometer, for it is merely air in mo-The fellow who is false to his trust
the circum tion and the motion of air does not in kicks mightily when others refuse to
equal to about
the least effect the temperature.
trust him.
ference of the earth.

First Nalional Bank of Glovis
Capital, Surplus and Profits

Phosphate

Baiting
Powder

$130,000.00

With our large Capital, our strong backing, our
heavy cash reserve, and our standing in the financial
world as one of the strongest institutions in the
Southwest, we offer our customers everything con-

pnr-tie-

sistent with legitimate banking.

The First National Bank

o

1

IN "CLASS A" AS A MEMBER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
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We now write fire, lightning, and tornado insurance on business houses, stocks of goods, ck Hngs, farm houses, automo-

f

all executed by you to the said plaintiffs, all dated March 18th, 1918, and
To the defendants, John M. Miller
all being now due and unpaid. That
Mary
and
Ella Miller:
, .. plaintiffs fnrther seek and pray for
..
iuu mmj i'ucui. uii you are inercuy i the foreclosure of a real estate mortnotified that there has been filed and
gage executed by you and each of you
is now pending in the District Court
to said pluintiffs to secure the payof Curry County, New Mexico, a
ment of the aforesaid notes and covcertain suit wherein Taylor Dawson
ering the SW'4 of Sittion 22, Townand Mary Dawson are plaintiffs, and
ship 0 North, Range 30 East, in Curyou, the said John M. Miller and Mary
ry County, New Mexico.
Ella Miller, are defendants. That said
You are further notified ti.;it uncause is numbered 1778 on the Civil
you apponr in said cause and anless
Docket of said Court. That Tatton
& Hatch, whose postofficc address is swer, or otherwise plead therein, on
Clovis, New Mexico, ore plaintiff's at- or before the 22nd day of July, A.
torneys. That the general objects of
said action are to obtain a judgment
against you and each of you in the
sum of $!20.00 with accruing Interest from Mnrch 1 Ah, 1921, which sum
is evidenced by a certain promissory
note In the sum of $400.00 with three
interest coupon notes of $40.00 each,

threshing machines and live stock.
If everyone stopped to figure just how cheap they could
carry insurance, no one would carry their own risk against fire.
f
cent per day for each $100.00
Do you know that less that
insurance pays the bill on either city residence or farm dwelling
houses and less than one cent per day for $100.00 pays the insurance on briek buildings or stocks of goods in same? Can you afford to do without insurance at this price-We do not expect to write all the insurance in Clovis by any
means. We do hope to get some of it and EVERY LITTLE BIT
HELPS and our motto in writing insurance will be the same we
use in our loan and real e3tate business PROMPT SERVICE.
Talk to us about your next insurance policy, farm loan or
biles,

'('

STY

GILLETTE
BLADES

HOLDER

$1.25
PREPAID
In Attractive Case
Stifction

Guaranteed
or Money Refunded

real estate deal.
YOURS FOR SERVICE

umoB

Mo

THIS OFER FOR A LIMITED
TIME ONLY

C

(Seal)
Daniel Boone,
County Clerk and
Clerk of
the District Court of Curry County.

Construction Company f

CONTRACTORS

t

j VARRENITE - BITULiTIIIC
!
I

General Offices Albuqurque

I

Branch Offices: Clovis and Las Vegas

with

J
J

m

j PAVING

D. 1921.

Mr. Bryan wants to he a senator
Mr. Harding got it that
Post.

one-hal-

f

I New Mexico

D. 1921, judgment by default will bo
rendered agninst you and each of you
for snid sum and for the foreclosure
of said mortgage, and on said date
plaintiffs will apply to the Court for
the relief prayed for in their snid
complaint.
In Witness Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal this 19th day of May, A.

Remit by Money Order or Cash.
(No Stamps)

: Frad Razor Co.
X

I

147S BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

Sidewalks !
A cement sidewalk will net only add to your convenience but
will add to the value of your property. Now is the time to build.
The weather is right and the price is right.

We are completely equipped to handle all kinds of concrete
work.

Estimates Cheerfully

Furnished
R. F. CHAMBERS
Address 1002 N. Merriwether. P. O. Box 201.
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results.'

News Classified Ads bring
I

U-

-

News Classified Ada bring results,
Try them and be convinced.

FOR RENT
E. Grand.

FOR SALE
dition.

t'lovis,

One room house, with
or without furniture. 125 South
Ross or phone 157.

Ages 8 to 14
Good quality Organdie, trimmed with lace

and embroidery

12x14 tent in good con- FOR RENT June 1st, one furnished
adjoining bath.
room
Garage.
T. E. Johnson, Box 97,

PRICED AT $2.89 and

6?2?2tp Phone 410 or 445.

N. M.

bookkeeper-stenogra-

pher.

ex-

By Norah

Josephine Harrison

lt

AESOP'S FABLES
The Frogi Who Wanted a Kinj
In the old days when the frogs were
nil free in the lakes, and had grown
tired of all doing us they pleased,
ilhey gathered into a crowd one duy
and, with much noise, beged Jupitei
to send them a kinj.' to keep them in
order and to make them live more
honest lives.
Jupiter, knowing the vanity of
their hearts, smiled at the request
and threw a log into the lnkf, which
by the splash and noise it made, sent
all the frogs into i. great terror and
amazement. They rushed under the
water end dared not omt within
ten leaps of where it lay.
At length one frog, bolder that
...., tn
I ..I.......
(l,
11..
,
,
,
...
- ,
iuok ac ineir new King, as me iug my
still, others began to swim up to it
and around it. At last they leaped
upon it, treating it with much

I

-,

39c
19c

PRICED AT

$2.95

AND

Goods

A. B. Austin &Co.
"The Price Is the Thing"

MITCHELL ST.

sive type.
'

19c

GRAND AVE.

MITCHELL ST.

catch the bigger waves of light, which
make the other colors, but throw to
our eyes me snoricr wavci ui ugui,
which make blue. If you could do
away with all the solid particles in
the air, the sky would be dark, and
all light of the daytime would come
from tho sun directly. Skylight is reflected sunlight, but only the blue
part.

lare

Add lc war tax on each 25c purchase of Toilet

Ages 8 to 20

GRAND AVE.

WucVr Riddle.
Answers to
1. What vehicles were sent?
Try one carryall first. Tins will
seat nine and havo l0. There is
not an exact num'er of i s in 50, so
they could not b" staled in cabs.
Next try two carrynlU. These will
seat 18 and leave .l, which again
cannot be seated in cabs. Next, three
carryalls will seat It and leave !2.
Now eight cabs will seat exactly "2.
So the manager sent :hrce carryalls
Hnd eight cabs.
2. The hare and the hound.
The hare makes three leaps while
the bound makes t.vo; so thai; she
makes nine while '.He hound takes
six. Hut the dog goe;i as for in these
ix leaps as the haiv goes in 14 so
the hare loses a dis'anve equal to five
of her own leaps in eve.'y six leaps
the hound
the hound takes. That
Piihsatisfied with so tame a ruler,
catches her when he has made 72
they petitioned Jupiter for a new one,
leaps.
so he sent them a stork who no soon
er arrived among them that he began
Rjddlei to Cues.
laying hold of them and devouring
1. How is the fruit divi'led?
cents each, and them one by one as fast as lie could.
"Cocanuts are
oranges are one cent each, wnile ap- In vain thiy tried to escape him.
So they sent Mercury to Jupiter
ples arc only one half cent each,"
said the fruiterer. "I have Just 40 with a private message, beseeching
cents," said the eiut.iimv. "Please him to pity them and help them. But
snake nie up 20." How' many of Jupiter replied that they were only
suffering the punishment due their
each did she get?
folly, and that another time they must
2. How did the shee.i stand?
saw an odd sight the other duy." learn to let well enough alone and
aid Brown. "Two ohcep were stand- not be dissatisfied with their natural
ing in a field. One was looking due condition.
Let Wall Enough Alone.
north, and the other lue south. How
Jo you suppose each one could see the
Why U tho Skr Blue?
thor without turning around?
The sky gets Its light from the sun
Can you answer?
dark,
8. How many seats in tbe hall? When the sun is away the sky is
sky
viust
of
the
blue
the
Therefore
asked
audience?"
good
a
"Is there
from
the lecturer. "Only one third of the be somehow thrown to our eyes
eats are filled," he was told, but I something in the sky, which keeps all
think we should have filled the hall the other colors in the white light of
the tickets had been 25 cents in- the sun and throws back the blue, and
stead of 50 cents, and in that case that is what happens.
The sky Is filled with countless
we should have had $50 more."
specks of what we may call dus- tHow many feats were tlieref
specks of solid stuff hanging in the
4. Whut was the mixture?
'Toffee is 32 cents per pound, air. These are just the size that they
'

""19c

Williams Tooth Paste'

WHITE AND COLORED MIDDY SUITS

and chicory is 8 eenn pr pound,"
said the grocer.
"Then mix me a
pound for 23 cenl," said the lady.
In what proportion did the grocer
mix the two?

Department

39c

Mavis Talcum Powder

ri We.

Young People's

39c

Pepsodent Tooth Paste
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream
Woodbury SoaP
Mavis Face Powder

$3.69

FOR SALE Seven room house and
six lots in best residence part of
A. B. Wagner.
Clovis.

four-dis- c
WANTED TO RENT Modern five FOR SALE Two new P. & O.
cheap.
engine gang plows,
room house any time within next
Sec J.
Will sell together or separate.
thirty days. Phone 07 or lftti-Up
II. Ott, 5 miles north of Clovis
FOR RENT Furnished bed room
with modern conveniences. Mrs. H. FOR SALE Household goods and
furniture, RO.'i North Merriwethcr.
Chrisenberry, 321 N Connelly St.
Small house block north of Catholic
Hp
FOR SALE Hartford piano, good as church.
Has been used only a short
new.
5 room modern house,
time. Leaving town soon. See Cleve FOR SALE
good garage and outbuildings at
ltp
Whitfield, 114 S. Lane.
Inquire at 420
210 N. Merriwethcr.
FOR RENT Bed rooms, modern, West Monroe or phone 225.
steam heat, close in, gentleman preferred. Mrs. W. II. Shumate, 420 FOR SALE Five room house with
lights and water at 1012 North
XV. Munroo, plume 22.r..
Rencher, lot 67',xl40, east front.
FOR SALE Baby Buggy and a Easy terms. Apply at residence. 554tp
cedar chest, both nice pieces of
Mrs. R. E. Bouchelle, 100 South
furniture and in excellent condition.
Rencher
Street, teacher of painting,
Thornton.
113 South
Firing
china, oil and water colors.
Pictures for sale.
IF YOU HAVE the money and need a specialty.
a good gun, see me. If you have a
frood gun and need some money, see
a
me. Buy, sell or trade guns. Fred I WILL PAY top rental price for
modern furnished house on any
Murphy.
thing from two rooms up with private
Laundry work at 720 bath. Family of three. A. H. Perry,
WANTED
West Grand. 40c and 50c per doz., Chamber of Commerce or Antlers
ironing 50c. Also plain sewing. .Will Hotel.
come to your home and do washFOR SALE Piano in extra good
ing.
.
condition, mahogany finish. If you
FOR LEASE I want to lease my want a real bargain see me. Will
home in Clovis to responsible party. give terms to responsible party. For
1 have a five room, pebbledashed and further information
call Temple's
plastered modern home, Extr good Grocery.
....M.wl,luVf1 trnrncrr and storage room.
barn, two stalls for; HOG OWNERS I am buying and
shipping; hogs and will buy heavy
cows, chicken house, garden fenced
weights. See
with poultry wire, three lots all under hogs as well as lighter
me at Ramey and W lkinson's office
or
62
Phone
wire.
poultrv
high
irood
Raker" Bros, office. J. H. or write T. W. Strlcklin, Box 82,
L ,
Clovis, N. M.
Shepard.

4

SATURDAY SPECIALS IN TOILET
GOODS JUNE 4th

MISSES WHITE ORGANDIE DRESSES

TRUCK HAULING of all kinds, any
where at any time. Phone 115.
appartments at
Clovis Auto Co., S. Main.

I'OSITION WANTED By
Two years
perience. Call 102 or 389.

it

MITCHELL ST.

"The Price Is the Thing".

If the flour is Sunlight, the bread

HI....
!.... sec una.
iwi--J nurauiK,
KENT.
, FOR
120 N. Wallace.

M)K practical

COO

AND

will be right.

...

tihaw,

GRAND AVE.

A. B. Austin & Co.

GRAND AVE.

He is himself practicing

on his own southern farm the things

AND

NOTICE!

MEN

The voters of Curry County who

have been notified to pay their road

The Curry County Chapter of tho

mediately.
taining to farming, and has put this
For the convenience of tax payers
knowledge into actual practice."
we have arranged for this tax to be
Don't forget tho date. Be present.
collected at Sullivan's Grocery or at
Admission will be free.
Judge Noble's office in the Barry
Building.
Faults are unfortunate, yet they
This is final notice.
What Mko the Colors of tho Suntet?
are of value to the person who profits
J. G. FUI.KS,
Now' when the sun is letting, its
by them.
Road Supervisor.
light does not come so straight down
upon us as it docs when the sun is
high in the sky, but in order to reach
our eyes, it has to pass through a
Inner Invnr nf Mir! illttt Jia if VOU stick
a needle straight into an orange it
does not have to go far through the
But if
peel before it gets inside.
you stick it sidewise in the orange it
has a long journey through the peel
before it gets inside.
So the light from the setting sun
A
passes through so much air, and all
is
in
the dust and smoke, etc., that
the air, and all these take something
out of the white light and throw off
what they do not take. The things
floating in the air are of all sizes, and
so we get many different colors in the
sunset. So it comes about that sunsets are often finer and richer
when the air is ;.ot pure, but has
lust in it.

vocational training or compensation
from the government Office hours,
Monday and Friday of each week at
the Clovis News Office.

he advocates in his talks to farmers.
tax for 1021 must pay at once. This Amorican Red Cross wants to see you
He has made a scientific study of
tax is now due and must be paid im- if you are in need of hospital care,
soils and crops and everything per-

Devote the same amount of energy
to hard work that you do to complaining and you will find the cause for

complaint removed.

fJ

BIG

INTEREST

IN

MEETING.

'Make the Cow Your Partner"
Popular Slogan Here.
"Make the Cow Your Partner."
That is tho popular slogan of the day
in this community.
The indications arc that a big
crowd will attend the community
meeting to be held at the court house
on Wednesday, June loth tor Ine
purpose of discussing the ways and
means of making this one of the lead'
ing communities in the west.
Farmers and business men real
ize that dairy communities the cour..
try over are always prosperous conv
nmnities and all are determined thatNew Mexico shall play its part in the
great dairy movement now sweeping
the South.
Mr. H. S. Mobley, who will be sent
here by the Agricultural Extension
Department of the International Har
vestcr Company to assist in conduct
ing the meeting is, perhaps, the one
man in this country best qualified to
discuss this matter with us because he
has had years of experience as s sue
cessful southern dairy farmer who is
familiar with southern conditions and
who sees the South's great opportune
tics.
A recent issue of the National Mag.
azine had this to say about Mr. Mob- Icy:
"Mr. Mobley is a direct, convincing
speaker and has the gift of holding
hes hearer's interest from beginning
to end. . His purpose, first, last and
all the time, is.to help the farmer, not
to show him how to run his farm but
to offer him the benefit of practical
knowledge and long personal expert,
ence.
Mr. Mobley Is a farmer of the most
practical as well as the most progres

Advertising!
Advertising is simply Business Insurance. Your
advertisement of today and tomorrow should have
a broader scope, than just immediate results. .It
should be a part of the foundation on which you are
building for the future.
T.Iust because you may have more business (lian you
can handle today is no reason why you should not
advertise. There may come a time when you will not
be overburdened when you will want business and
will not be able to get it, because you have not built
a foundation of good will and confidence in your
store when you had the chance.

Unsure Your Future Business

Start Advertising

Now.

The Clovis News
()(g)(Q)()()(
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MHIJIiMWULIUMfftMWWUIill
What is the mind of the American
'
farmer on question of national poll- - vg)
'
cy? The American Farm Bureau
fp"
Federation wants to know and is tak- - (5)
ing the direct means of finding out.
The following questions are being
submitted by the American Farm Bureau Federation this week to every
state farm bureau federation for presentation to every farm bureau mem
ber by the county farm bureaus:
1. Do you favor commodity fi
nancing based on bonded warehouse
receipts?
Do you favor the development
of a personal rural credits system
with proper safeguards?
Do you favor live stock financing
based on proper pledge of animals and
feed?
4. Do you request that authority
be granted the Federal Reserve Board
to so classify rediscounts so as to give
prior consideration to loans for basic
production of all kinds?
5. Do you favor Increasing the
limit on Federal Land Bank mortgage loans from $10,000 to $25,000?
Do you favor asking Congress to
submit to the state a constitutional
amendment prohibiting the issuance
e
securities?
of all
7. Are you in favor of continuing
the Excess Profits Tax?
legislation?
building materials, 68 per cent oh ducts before they reach a wholesale
8. Are you opposed to the enact15. Do you favor enabling legisla- much chemicalg
and drugs and 42 per market, and he also pays the frigttt
ment of a General Sales Tax?
tion for cooperative marketing?
cent as much house furnishings as it on product? of other Industrie whicNi
9. Will you be able to move a
16. Do you favor other waterway
would have purchased in 1913. Or, in
.materially larger amount of agricul development for transportation, reHo buys at retail, not 4S
exchange for processed foods the he buys.
tural products if the American Farm clamation and power this time?
farmer's labor is rt a discount of 18 wholesale, and retail prices havo nott
Bureau Federation secures an ade
The questionnaire to the county per cent. In exchange for cloth and come down as much as wholesaler
quate reduction in freight rates?
farm bureau is accompanied by a copy clothing the farmer's labor is at a dis- prices.
10. Do you favor the b'."!d'r!3t of of the National Legislative Policy of
SANTA FE WATCH INSPECTORS
count of 38 per cent. In exchange
roads pWor to or con- the American Farm Bureau Federa
for metal and metal products the
currently with the construction of tion as adopted by the executive com
farmer's labor is at a discount of 17
tnins continental highways?
Washington
conference per cent.
mittee at the
In exchange for lumber
Lakes-St.
11. Do you favor the Great
w.th representors of the state farm an( buiwjng material, the furmer.g
Lawrence waterway for transpor- bureau federations. County fan bu- digcount of 43
ubor h
MEN
Some people make up in noise what tation and other purposes?
reau leaders will call district, town- - ,n exchanKe for chemicalg alul (h.UKS
12. Do you favor placing the pack snip anu coumy meeuriKs oi
they ick in sense.
the farmer's labor is at a discount cf
ers under supervision by the govern tire membership, lead the discussion 39
The Curry County Chnptcr of the
nni cunt. Tn pvrhnmro fnr house
There should be no clouds In the ment, and the vesting of such au on the polices involved, and submit furnWl,
American Red Cross wants to see you
the farmer's labor is at
We are now feeding mora
thority in the Department of Agrl the program to a referendum vo e. A
Blue Sky law. BostonTranscript.
Am, ,
c(fnt
fc d;scount
of Eg
if you are in need of hospital care,
people
than at any time- we
culture?
poll will be taken and a tally made on
htcd averaKC of
ncYutnm for tnc
vocational training or compensation
Unlike Grover Bergdoll, the
have been in the restaurant
13. Do you favor legislation mnk the official referendum sheet of thejiU
commo(,itc(li in which h,. own
"Big Bill" Haywood, took the ing illegal the practice of short Belling American Farm Bureau Federation.
fi im the government. Office hours,
business in Clovis. There ii
rodueU are lncIudod,
over.dcflated
with
him.
pot
Minneapolis
gold
at
of
in agricultural products?
Monday and Friday of each week
The completed questionnaires are; ,ho
reason for this. We are giving
ig t a discount of
Tribune.
14. Do you favor
the Clovis News Office.
to oe returned to me American rarm 25 per cent.
our patrons the very best
Bureau Federation offices by June
service and plenty of good
These comparisons are worked out
15th.
from the index numbers of wholesale
things to eat.
The Latett From Washington
issued by
Gray prices for April, 1921, just
Lesdslutive Representative
the United States Bureau of Labor
OPEN ALL NIGHT
Silver appeared before the Senate
They show that the farmer
Statistics.
Currency
Bnnking
and
Committee on
new polWe have adopted
is still at a disadvantage in exchang
on May 17th and repented his stateing the products of his labor for the
restaurant
our
keeping
icy
of
ment nuide earlier in the week at the
products of the foresL, mine or facopen all night. This will give
joint stock land bank's hearing that
tory. The table shows how wholesale
the American Farm Bur?nu Federathe wheat haulers a chance to
prices stood in April 1921, using av- -'
tion it agreeable to the increase in
get something to eat no matter
ernge prices for 1913 as the base or
inkiest rate on federal farm loan 100. It also shows the height to
how late they are in getting in
bonds, so long as it would not increase
which prices in various groups reachat night or how early they want
Kenyon
the rate to the borrower. The
ed when they were nt the peak in
get out in the morning.
to
b'll would amend the federal farmi
1920. and how much they have demaking
it
possible
for
act,
uondsi
loiin
clined from the highest point.
IIORI, I.UCREZIA
10 in., HA price 85c
18744
per cent interest. The
to bciir
Farm products havo declined 53.3
Underneath Hawaiian Skiea Medley Fox Trot
SHi;n312 in., lint price $1.75
hovto
borrower,
the
in'erest
rrte
Paul Whitman and hit Orcheitra
Nowo di Figaro Di li vieni, non tnrdnr? Mozart
ner cent from the maximum, more
vei', would not be increased above
(Miminifo f Kigorn Ah, Why Dilay so Long')
Down Around the 'Sip 'Sip Sippy Shore Modi y
hrn nny other commodity, and n full
1 per cent. Should the bon.ls he sold
1'nul Whitman and his Orchestra
One Step
10 per cent more than all commodiCARl'SO. ENRICO
n'-hnv? to
will
ban'is
cent
nt
the
per
8829 12 in., list price $1.75.
ties. Furthermore, the figures are
!o business on
..Rossini 18745 10 in., lift price 85c.
Open All Night
Domino Deus
Mone Soannellc
i of 1 per c 'lit
nil based on wholesale prices. The
Medley Fox Trot
I le.it my Heart to You
(Praise Forever to Godthe Father)
stead of the 1 per cent leeway afford-ft
his
pry
profreight
on
f.irnuT
thr
Joseph C. Smith and his Orchestra
e. in tn? original net. nr. silver i.iso
BRASLAU, SOrillE
Troc
Moon Without You Medley Fo
Broken
urged such action ai would make
74(181
12 in., list price si. 75.
Joseph C. Smith and his Orchestra
n
Sam Old, Dear Old Flaca..
!Bva:Iab!e $1,000,000 a day in long
X
term loans to farmers for the next
, CORTOT, ALFRED
3570812 in., list price $1.35.
several years.
6495610 In., list price $1.25
All For You Happintti Medley Fox Trot.
(a) La Fille aux chevaul da lin (b) Minitreli.
Paul Whitman and his Orchestra
An informal organization of eighDebussy
(The Girl With the Flaxon Hair)
Moonbaami Pining Medley Fox Trot.
teen congressmen has been perfected
All Star Trio and Their Orchestra
DE LUCA, GIUSErrE
for the purpose of pushing agriculin.,
0495710 In., list price $1.26.
legislation and concentrating
list price 85c
1875010
tural
Verdi
O Carlo, aicolta
Don Carlo
Teach Ma Fox Trot
upon certain bills. An
efforts
their
(O Carlos, Listen to My Flea.)
All Star Trio and Their Orchestra
agricultural block of a dozen senaTown
All Star Trio
Trot
Fox
the
Round
ELMAN, MISCHA
tors ha already been formed. The
6495810 in., list pr'ce $1.25.
1875210 in., list price 85c
meeting of the congressmen was callLett Roie of Summer.
Band
Sousa's
Camput
March
On the
ed by Chairman L. J. Dickens of Iowa,
Sousu's Band
KINDLER, HANS
Bullets and Bayonets March
"7
who appointed the following commit7418212 in., list price $1.75.
price
$1.35
In.,
list
of
Transportation,
Hoch
3570812
Gocns
tees:
Van
Song Without Wordi,
Medley Fox Trot
All For You Hppine
Genard of Pennsylvania, John
(Roniunce Snns Paroles)
Paul Whitman and his Orchestra
W. Summers of Washington,' Smith-wk'MARTINELLI, GIOVANNI
Medley Fox Trot
Moonbaamt Pinin
of Florida, Swank of Oklahoma,
74H8312 in., list price $1.75.
All Star Trio and Their Ochostra
O mio piccolo tnvolo ingombrato Lconca-vi- i
Za
Dickinson of Iowa; Tariff, Hudpeth
Ho.
4521510 in., list price $1 00.
of Texas, Evans of Nebraska, Elliott
Lambert Murphy
Darling
(My Desk, Like My Heart, is Encumbered With
Indiana, Clarke of New York, Tay
of
Care.)
Lambert Murphy
Love in Lilac Tim
of Arkansas, Swing of California;
lor
MOR1NI, FRIKA
10 in., list price 85c.
18747
Taxation and Revenue, Taylor of Col74(18012 in., list price $1.75.
Henry Burr
My Mother' Evening Prayer
"Business is Good."
orado, Burtnets of North Dakota,
..Capriccio VaUa (Waltz Caprice). .Wicniawskl
Now I Lay Me Down To Sleep,
Misof
Rhodes
Illinois,
of
Brooks
Shaw
Charles
PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
souri, Langford of Georgia; Miscelv4684 12 in., list price $1.75.
In.,
85c.
price
list
1874610
laneous Bills, French of Idaho, Chris- Walkura The Ride of the Valkyrie,.. .Wagner
Peerless Quartet
Somebody's Mother
tophe-rsoof South Dakota, Ketcham
MEETING OF P. B.
I Found a Rosa In the Devil's Garden, Sterling Trio
RUFO, TITTA
of Michigan, Patterson of M ssouri,
8732510 in., list price $1.25.
A S. A. WILL BE HELD AT CLOVIS
10
price
85c.
in.,
18748
list
Giordano
Andraa Chanitr Son sessant' annl
Lazaro of Louisiana; Finance, Nelson
.
Monroe Silver
Rebecca..!
SATURDAY, JUNE 11th AT ONE
(Sixty Years Hast Thou Served Them)
of Wisconsin, Clague of Minnesota,
Billy Murray
My Old New Jersey Home
T -P. M. A FULL ATTENDANCE IS
,
SCHUMANN-HEINKERNESTINE
Ftrong of Kansas, Sinclair of North
i
1875110 in., list price 85c
of
Stegall
t3?26 10 In., list price $1.25.
Illinois,
of
Shaw
DESIRED. MATTERS OF IMPORTDakota,
Nettle In Your Daddy's Arm. .American Quartet
omatlma Wa'll Undarstand..
Alabama.
ANCE WILL BE DISCUSSED.
I'm Mitain' Mammy's Kittin'... .Peerless Quartet
The Ilaugen Packer Bill has been
reported out by the house committee
and carries all .the provisions of the
Williams Bill.

J

t

I
I

I

For the June Bride

ig Stock Reduction Sale

We have suitable Wedding
Gifts in profusion.

15

OFF

to 25

m

Nothing is better than

Jewelry

A. Wiedmann Shoe Store

tLet us help you make a
suitable selection

t
i

Shoe Repairing A Specialty

tax-fre-

Denhof Jewelry Co.

Real Service! !

!

-

,

truth-ln-fabr- ic

fVictor lecor
For June Are H

t

Ogg&Boss Cafe

in-- 1
1

1

Bowles-Wilso-

5

i

NOTICE!

Kan-Fa-

s,

k

PLAINS

BUYING

AND

I

SELLING ASSOCIATION

Hart-Ellio-

tt

L

Cornellus-McGranaha-

x

n

We will be glad to play any or all of these
for you.

'

Why Boys Leave Home.
dollar's worth of farm pro
ducts at the pTe?ent time will pur-- j
chase only 82 per ent as much food,
02 peY cent as much cloth and cloth-- 1
g, 58 per cent as much fuel, 83 per
ct nt as much metalB and metal pro- '
ducts, 67 p?r cent a much lumber and

A. L. KING, Sec.

One

NUNN ELECTRIC CO.
t

OF CLOVIS

FARWELL

CLOVIS

HAVENER
40

Phone

f
IX

t

92
.

r

4
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PRICES ARE GOING TO BE SMASHED

right uEiEi

ight wow

Sale Starts Saturday, June 4th and lasts until the 18th
The late spring has caught us with too large a stock and we are going to reduce every line so its up to you to
get in on this Great Reduction Sale and save yourself some money. Remember all our stock in every line is new
and high grade no seconds or shelf worn goods will be offered you. READ THE PRICES.

Suits
$75.00 Suits, now

$60.00

$70.00 Suits, now

$55.00

$65.00 Suits, now

$50.00

$60.00 Suits, now

$47.50

$55.00 Suits, now

$45.00

$50.0 OSuits, now

$40.00

$45.00 Suits, now

$35.00

$40.00 Suits, now

$32.50

$37.50 Suits, now

$30.00

$35.00 Suits, now

$28.50

$32.50 Suits, now

$25.00

Extra Trousers
$12.50 Trousers

$10.00

$11.00 Trousers

$9.00

$10.00 Trousers

Shoes

Shirts

All Packard Shoes to go at $10.50 plus tax .05c

$7.50 plus tax
All Silk Shirts go at
We have a complete stock of Fiber Silks,
Madras and Percale Shirts to go at an extremely low price.

As we are not going to carry the Nettleton
shoes in stock any longer we will close them
out at

$13.50

McElwain and Mayer Honorbilt shoes at
lowing prices:

at
$10.00 Shoes at
$9.50 Shoes at
$9.00 Shoes at
$8.50 Shoes at
$8.00 Shoes at
$7.50 Shoes at
$7.00 Shoes at
$10.50 Shoes

Also have

fol-

$8.50

'....$8.00

Underwear

$7.50

Wilson Brothers Tower Brand B. V. D.
(sleeveless) go at

$7.00

B. V. D. ($4 sleeves) go

$6.50

Superior (full length, short sleeves)

at

95c
$1.15
$2.00

$6.CC

$5.75

.$5.25

Hats

a large stock of Work Shoes at a
Big Discount

$12.50 Hats, now

$9.50

$3.00

$10.00 Hats, now

$8.50

$9.50 Trousers

$7.75

$9.00 Hats, now

$7.50

$9.00 Trousers

$7.50

$8.50 Hats, now

$8.50 Trousers

$7.00

TIES, SOCKS AND BELTS AT REDUCED

$8.00 Trousers

$6.50

PRICES

$7.50 Trousers

- -

$7.00

$8.00 Hats, now

$6.50

$7.50 Hats, now

$6.00

$6.00

$7.00 Hats, now

.$5.50

$7.00 Trousers

$5.75

$6.50 Hats, now

$5.00

$6.50 Trousers

$5.25

$6.00 Trousers

$4.75

One lot of high grade Kahki Work Trousers
To sell at
$2.00

KAHKI OUTING SUITS AND TROUSERS
SUIT CASES, HAND BAGS AND TRUNKS
GO AT

Caps

A BIG DISCOUNT

.

$4.00 Caps, now

Overalls
Union Made, 220 Denim, at

ALL OUR BOYS SUITS AND BLOUSES
$1.50

WILL GO IN THIS SALE AT

y

PRICE

$3.00

$3.50 Caps, now

$2.50

$3.00 Caps, now

$2.00

$2.50 Caps, now

..$1.75

$2.00 Caps now

l

$1.25 '

CLEANING

ALTERING

PRESSING

REPAIRING
PHONE? 258

,

r4
t

